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PETITION FOR ACCESS TO 
PUBLIC RECORDS 
[REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED 
HEARING PURSUANT TO I.e. 
§ 9-343] 
Fee: $88.00 
COMES NOW the Petitioner, Jamee L.Wade (hereinafter "Mr. Wade" or "Jamee") by and 
through his attorney of record, Ronaldo A. Coulter, and hereby flIes this Petition for Access to 
Public Records pursuant to Idaho Code § 9-343(1), and alleges against Respondent, Bryan F. 
Taylor, and Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney (hereinafter "Mr. Taylor") as follows: 
ORIGINAL 
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BACKGROUND 
On December 22,2011, Mr. Wade was shot twice and injured by a city of Fruitland Police 
Officer. As a result of the Fruitland Police Officer's actions in applying deadly force, Mr. Wade has 
suffered both physically and mentally. Per I.e. § 6-906 of the Idaho Tort Claims Act (lTCA), Mr. 
Wade must file a tort claim on or before June 19,2012. The purpose of the IICA is to provide 
"much needed relief to those suffering injury from the negligence of government employees." 
Stoddart v. Pocatello School Dis!. #??25, 149 Idaho 679, 683, (Idaho,2010) (citations omitted) 
Another purpose of the ITCA is to provide notice to the govennnent entity to: 
(1) save needless expense and litigation by providing opportunity for amicable resolution 
of differences among parties, 
(2) allow authorities to conduct a full investigation into the cause of the injury in order to 
determine the extent of the state's liability, if any, and 
(3) allow the state to prepare defenses. Pounds v. Denison, 120 Idaho 425,426-27,816 
P.2d 982, 983-84 (1991). 
Driggers v. Grafe, 148 Idaho 295, 297, (Idaho App.,2009) 
Mr. Wade seeks infonnation in order to submit a claim that will provide sufficient notice to 
the government entity(ies) involved to meet the three objectives of the notice requirement. The 
Idaho State Police, the Fruitland Police Department, and the Payette County Sheriffs Department 
have all completed their investigations and these investigations have been submitted to the Canyon 
County Prosecutor's Office. Mr. Wade seeks these completed investigations and/or reports because 
they contain information that will allow him to prepare a comprehensive tort claim. On March 22, 
2012, per I.e. §§ 9-337 through 9-347, Mr. Wade, through counsel, requested copies of the 
completed Idaho State Police, Fruitland Police Department, and Payette County Sheriffs 
Department investigations into the officer shooting of Mr. Jamee Wade. The Canyon County 
Prosecutor's Office denied Mr. Wade's request relying on I.e. §9-335. Mr. Wade is not seeking any 
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information from an_on-going investigation that the Canyon County Prosecutor may be undertaking. 
Mr. Wade seeks copies o( the completed law enforcement investigations that are in the possession 
of the Canyon County Prosecutor's Office. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
1. This court has subject matter jurisdiction over the above-entitled matter pursuant 
to I.e. § 9-343. 
2. This comi has personal jurisdiction over the above named parties pursuant to I.C. 
§ 9-343(1). 
3. Canyon County is the County of proper venue in this matter pursuant to I.e. §9 -
343(1), as the records that are subject to this action are located in Canyon County, Idaho. 
PARTIES 
4. On December 22,2011, Jamee L. Wade, a male resident of Payette County, 
suffered two gunshot wounds at the hands of the Fruitland Police Department. Jamee was taken 
to S1. Alphonsus Medical Center in Boise, Idaho that evening. As a result of the shooting, Jamee 
Wade has suffered both physical and mental injuries. 
5. Bryan F. Taylor is the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney and is head of the 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office located at the Canyon County Courthouse, 1115 
Albany Street, Caldwell, ID 83605. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
7. On March 13,2012, Mr. Wade, through counsel submitted a public writings 
request to the Idaho State Police seeking the following information: 
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a. The complete investigation, to include all reports, and all documentary evidence 
that was conducted by the Idaho State Police regarding the shooting ofMr. Jamee 
L. Wade by a Fruitland Police officer on or about December 22,2011, near 
NW 2nd Avenue in Payette County, Idaho at approximately 8:00 p.m. 
b. The complete investigation, to include all reports, and all documentary evidence 
that \vas conducted by the Fruitland Police Depmiment, Fruitland, Idaho 
regarding the shooting of Mr. Jamee L. Wade by a Fruitland Police officer on or 
about December 22, 2011, near NW 2nd Avenue in Payette County, Idaho at 
approximately 8:00 p.m. (Exhibit "A") 
8. On March 15,2012, the Idaho State Police denied the request citing I.C. §§ 9-
335(1),9-337(6) and 9-340B(I); however, the Idaho State Police advised Mr. Wade through 
counsel that a request could be made to the Payette County Prosecuting Attorney's Office. 
(Exhibit "B") 
9. On March 22,2012, Mr. Wade, through counsel submitted a public writings 
request to the Payette County Prosecuting Attorney's Office making the same request that was 
made to the Idaho State Police as delineated in ,: 7 herein. (Exhibit "C") 
10. On March 22,2012, Mr. Wade, through counsel received a reply denying Mr. 
Wade's public writings request citing I.e. §§ 9-335(1)(1) [sic] and (e). However, the Payette 
County Prosecutor further added the following: 
a. I am in receipt of your public records request. Please note that this office is not in 
possession of any documents or items you have requested. Upon completion of 
the Idaho State Police Investigation, all materials were forwarded to the 
Canyon County Prosecutor's Office for Review. I'm enclosing the letter sent to 
Canyon County (Emphasis added) (Exhibit "D") 
11. On March 22, 2011, immediately after receipt of the Payette County Prosecutor's 
response to Mr. Wade's public writings request, Mr. Wade, through counsel sent a public 
writings request to the Canyon County Prosecutor's Office. This request sought the same 
information that is delineated in ~ 7 herein but added another request as follows: 
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a. The complete investigation, to include all repmis, and all documentary evidence 
that was conducted by the Payette County Sheriff's Office regarding the shooting 
ofMr. Jamee L. Wade by a Fruitland Police officer on or about December 22, 
2011, near NW 2nd Avenue in Payette County, Idaho at approximately 8:00 p.m. 
(Exhibit "E") 
12. Significantly the request to the Canyon County Prosecutor contained the 
following language: 
This request is being sent to you based upon the denial of my public vvritings 
request filed with the Payette County Prosecuting Attorney. The Payette County 
Prosecuting Attorney has informed me that all materials were forwarded to your 
office. Specifically, Ms. Kelso stated the following: 
I am in receipt of your public records request. Please note that this office 
is not in possession of any documents or items you have requested. Upon 
completion of the Idaho State Police Investigation, all materials were 
forwarded to tire Canyon County Prosecutor's Office for Review. I'm 
enclosing the letter sent to Canyon County (Emphasis added) 
It is my understanding that the investigative effort of the lead investigative agency 
(the Idaho State Police) has been completed; see the enclosure to this 
conespondence. It is also my understanding that both the Fruitland Police 
Department's and the Payette County Sheriff's Office have been completed in this 
matter. Therefore, the exemption under I.C. 9-335(1) and 9-340B are inapplicable 
as providing the requested completed investigations would not: 
• Interfere with an enforcement proceeding; 
• Deprive, my client or the un-named officer of a fair trial; 
• Constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 
• Disclose the identity of a confidential source; nor the information provided 
by a confidential source; 
• Disclose investigative techniques and procedures; nor 
• Endanger the life or physical safety of law enforcement personnel. 
(Exhibit "E") 
13. On March 30,2012, Mr. Wade's public writings request was denied by Mr. 
Michael K. Porter, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Canyon County who relied on I.C. § 9-335 
without addressing the rationale provided by Mr. Wade, through counsel as delineated in ~ 12 
herein. (Exhibit "F") 
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CAUSE OF ACTION - PUBLIC RECORDS ACT 
Pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 9-337 et seq., the writings requested by Mr. Jamee Wade are 
public records. Pursuant to Idaho Code § 9-338, Mr. Jamee Wade has a right to examine and 
take a copy of such records unless access to such records are expressly prohibited by statute. 
Federated Publications, Inc. v. Boise City, 128 Idaho 459, 461, 915 P.2d 21,23 (Jdaho,1996). 
Although the denial ofMr. Jamee Wade's request cited Idaho Code § 9-335, this section 
is inapplicable in this instance. All ofthe subject investigations have been completed and are 
under review by the Canyon County Prosecutor. A review of other agencies' investigations, upon 
which the Canyon County Prosecutor mayor may not make a decision, does not make the 
subject investigations completed by the Idaho State Police, the Fruitland Police Department, and 
the Payette County Sherriff s Office any less complete. Further, and as delineated herein in ~ 12, 
the exemptions under I.C. 9-335( 1) and 9-340B are inapplicable as providing the requested 
completed investigations would not: 
o Interfere with an enforcement proceeding; 
• Deprive, Mr. Jamee L. Wade or the un-named officer of a fair trial; 
• Constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 
• Disclose the identity of a confidential source; nor the information provided 
by a confidential source; 
• Disclose investigative techniques and procedures; nor 
• Endanger the life or physical safety of law enforcement personnel. 
As the facts and exhibits delineated herein show, Petitioner's request is in no wayan 
attempt to supplement, augment, substitute, or supplant discovery procedures in a civil or 
administrative proceeding, and thus this request falls within the permissible scope ofthe Idaho 
Public Records Act. Therefore, the Canyon County Prosecutor's denial is not supported by Idaho 
Code § 9-343(3); and Mr. Jamee Wade is entitled to examine and make a copy of the requested 
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records. In addition to or in the alternative to the rationale provided above, Idaho Code § 9-
342(1) reads: "A person may inspect and copy the records of a public agency peliaining to that 
person, even if the record is otherwise exempt from public disclosure." Therefore, Mr. Jamee 
Wade has a right under Idaho Code to examine and make a copy of the subject requested records 
that were denied by the Canyon County Prosecutor. Further, it is criticai to note that Idaho Code 
§§ 9-342(3)(a) and 9-342(3)(b) are inapplicable as the documents requested unequivocally refer 
to completed investigations and associated public writings and not an on-going investigation. 
REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED RESPONSE AND/OR HEARING 
Under Idaho Code § 9-343, the Court shall set a time for responsive pleading and/or 
hearing in an action for review of the denial of a request to inspect and/or copy a public record 
"at the earliest possible time" and in no event beyond 28 calendar days from the date of filing the 
Petition. Mr. Jamee Wade respectfully seeks such expedited proceedings from the Court in this 
instance. 
PRA YER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, the Petitioner prays for relief as follows: 
1. For the Court's order setting a time for a responsive pleading from the Canyon 
County Prosecuting Attorney's Office "at the earliest possible time"; 
2. For the Court's order setting a time for a_hearing in this action in no event beyond 28 
calendar days from the date of the filing of this Petition, as required by I.e. § 9-343; 
3. For the Court's order requiring the Canyon County Prosecutor's Office to make 
available for inspection and copying the documents requested in Exhibit "E"; 
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4. For the Court's order requiring the Canyon County Prosecutor's Office to pay the 
Petitioner's costs and attorneys' fees pursuant to Idaho Code § 9-344 and other applicable statutory 
or rules; and 
5. For the petitioner to be awarded all other equitable or legal relief as this Court may 
deem just wid proper. 
DATED this 19th day of April, 2012. 
CAMACHO MENDOZA COULTER LAW GROUP 
&Z:~:J~~_ 
R.A. (RON) COULTER 
Attorney for Petitioner 
PETITION FOR ACCESS TO PUBLIC RECORDS 
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Exhibit A 
Idaho State Police Public Record Request 
PUBLIC RECORD REQUEST 
Idaho State Police 
700 S. Stratford 
Meridian 10 83642 
In order to best serve the public and to process your request for public records as 
expeditiously as possible, all requests to examine or copy public records MUST BE 
MADE IN WRITING. Please help us in this process by filling out this form completely. 
Be sure to print your name (optional), address and telephone number so that we may 
respond to this request. 
DATE: March 13,2012 
I request to: o EXamine Copy 
TO: Records Custodian, Idaho State Police 
ALL COPIES MADE ARE SUBJECT TO A COPYING COST WHICH MAY BE REQUIRED 
PRIOR TO RECEIPT OF RECORD(S). 
PLEASE DESCRIBE THE RECORD(S) YOU ARE REQUESTING FULLY, USING RELEVANT 
DATES, LOCATION, NAMES OR DATE OF BIRTH, INCIDENT, ETC., TO ASSIST THE 
AGENCY IN RESPONDING 
RECORDS REQUESTED 
See attached Public Writings Request 
(THE RECORDS CUSTODIAN WILL MAIL THE RESPONSE TO THE NAME AND ADDRESS GIVEN 
BELOW) 
Name: R. A. (Ron) Coulter 
Address: 776 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 240 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Day Phone (208) 672 - 6112 
We will respond to this request within three (3) business days. Business days are 
Monday - Friday 8:00 am to 5:00 pm. All requests received after normal business 
hours (excluding holidays) shall be deemed received the next business day. 




776 E. Riverside Dr 
Suite 240 
Eagle, ID 83616 
208.672.6112 
Natalie Camacho Mendoza, 
10&TX 
R. A.IRon) Coulter ltCol 
USMC (Ret), 
10 Fax: 208.672.6114 
www.cmclawgroup.com 
CAMACHO MENDOZA COULTER Robert G. Teffeteller, 
*Of Counsel, Maryland Office 
7272 Wisconsin Ave 
Suite 300 
-.-------•• ----------.- LA VV GRG UP -•..• -----.---... -..... 
Bethesda, MD 20814 
301.941.1957 
eFax: 240.465.0368 
Via E-Mail R3in{o(cDisp.idaho.gov 
Records Custodian 
Idaho State Police 
700 S. Stratford 
Meridian, Idaho 83642 
RE: Jamee L. Wade 
1147-001 
March 13,2012 
Public Writings Request 
Dear Records Custodian: 
10&CA 
Remington J. Johnson, 
MD 
Per Idaho Code §§ 9·337 through 9-347, I request that the following items be provided to me: 
1. The complete investigation, to include all reports, and aU documentary evidence that was 
conducted by the Idaho State Police regarding the shooting of Mr. Jamee L. Wade by a 
Fruitland Police officer on or about December 22,2011, near NW 2nd Avenue in Payette 
County, Idaho at approximately 8:00 p.m. 
It is my understanding that this request must be either granted or denied within three (3) working 
days of the date of your receiving the request; and, if you detennine that more time is needed, it 
is my understanding that I will be so notified in writing and the documents will be provided to 
me within ten (10) working days of my request. Per Idaho Code § 9-339(2), it is also my 
understanding that if I do not hear from you within ten (10) days of this request, then my request 
will deemed denied and I can appeal the denial. Further, it is my understanding that my request 
may be granted in part and denied in part depending on Fruitland's interpretation of exemptions 
provided by law. Yet, it is also my understanding that ifmy request is granted in part, that I will 
be notified in writing and provided the statutory authority for the partial denial, my right to 
appeal this decision and the time period in which I must me my appeal. 
013 
...........•...••..•.....•• -.--~-.---------' 
It is preferred that all documents be produced in electronic and searchable format as this would 
help expedite matters and save on cost of reproduction. Please send all materials to the 
following address: 
Mr. R. A. (Ron) Coulter 
776 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 240 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Your attention to this matter will be greatly appreciated. 






Idaho State Police 
Public Record Request Denial 
00015 
IDAHO STATE POLICE 
NOTICE OF ACTION ON PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST 
Name of Requestor: Mr. R.A. (Ron) Coulter Date: March I 
Address of Requestor: 776 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 240, Eagle, Idaho 83616 
I. Reqllest Granted 
D The requested record is enclosed. 
D You may inspect and photocopy the requested records during regular office hOUTS by contacting 
Records Custodian/Designee Telephone Number 
II. Request Denied in Part or Denied in its Entirety 
Your request has been processed. However, after consultation with legal counsel for the Idaho State Police, your request has been 
D denied in part; ~ denied in its entirety pursuant to: 
(gJ J daho Code 9-33 S( I) 
D Idaho Code 9-33S(2) 
D Idaho Code 9-33S(3) 
~ Idaho Code 9-337(6) 
D Idaho Code 9-337(13) 
D Idaho Code 
(gJ Other/Explanation 
D Idaho Code 9-337( IS) 
D Idaho Code 9-340A( I) 
[g] Idaho Code 9-340l3( I) 
D Idaho Code 9-3408(12) 
D Idaho Code 9-340C( I) 
D Idaho Code 9-340C(4) 
~ Investigation is pending or ongoing. 
D No record found. 
D Idaho Code 9-340C(8) 
D Idabo Code 9-340C( IS) 
D Idaho Code 9-340D( I) 
D Idaho Code 9-340D( I I) 
D Idaho Code 9-340D( I S) 
D Record not maintained in format requested, contact records custodian for more information. 
D ISP is not the custodian of this record, contact 
Dldaho Code 9-340E (5) 
D Idaho Code 9-340F( I) 
D Idaho Code 9-341 
D Idaho Code 9-342(3) 
D Idaho Code 9-343(3) 
D ISP cannot infonn YOll when the requested record becomes available, contact records cLlstodian with new request. 
[8J You may request these records from the Payette County Prosecuting Attorney's 0 ffice. 
The statutory exemptions cited above are found in Idaho's Public Writings Act and are not a complete listing oral! other legal bases or 
privileges which may also apply. 
You have the right to appeal this denial or partial denial of your request by filing a petition in COnf0f111anCe with the provisions of tile 
Idaho Public Records Law, Title 9, Chapter 3, Idaho Code. Your petition must be tiled in the 4th Judicial District Court of the State of 
Idaho within one hundred eighty (180) calendar duys of the date of mailing of this notice. 
III. Additional Comments: RE: Jamee L. Wade, 1147-001, Case No. M 11000195. Request a copy of the investigation reports and all 
documentary evidence. This is an ongoing investigation and has not been udjudicated. 
Sincerely, 




Payette County Prosecutor 
Public Record Request 
018 
I Idaho Office 
776 E. Riverside Dr 
Suite 240 




CAMACHO MENDOZA COULTER 
Maryland Office 
7272 Wisconsin Ave 
Suite 300 
---------------------- LA vV' GROUP -------------------•• 
Bethesda, MD 20814 
eFax: 240.465.0368 
www.cmclawgroup.com 
Via Facsimile 208-642-6099 
Records Custodian 
Payette County Prosecutor 
1130 3rd Ave North, Room #105 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
RE: Jamee L. Wade 
] 147-001 
March 22, 2012 
Public Writings Request 
Dear Records Custodian: 
Natalie Camacho Mendoza, 
ID & TX 
R. A.(Ron) Coulter ltCol 
USMC (Ret), 
ID 
Robert G. Teffeteller, 
*Of Counsel, 
ID & CA 
Remington 1. Johnson, 
I MD 
Per Idaho Code §§ 9-337 through 9-347, I request that the following items be provided to me: 
1. The complete investigation, to include all reports, and all documentary evidence that was 
conducted by the Idaho State Police regarding the shooting ofMr. Jamee L. Wade by a 
Fruitland Police officer on or about December 22,2011, near NW 2nd Avenue in Payette 
County, Idaho at approximately 8:00 p.m. 
2. The complete investigation, to include all reports, and all documentary evidence that was 
conducted by the Fruitland Police Department regarding the shooting of Mr. Jamee L. 
Wade by a Fruitland Police officer on or about December 22, 2011, near NW 2nd Avenue 
in Payette County, Idaho at approximately 8:00 p.m. 
It is my understanding that this request must be either granted or denied within three (3) working 
days of the date of your receiving the request; and, if you determine that more time is needed, it 
is my understanding that I will be so notified in writing and the documents will be provided to 
me within ten (l0) working days of my request. Per Idal10 Code § 9-339(2), it is also my 
understanding that ifI do not hear from you within ten (l0) days of this request, then my request 
will deemed denied and I can appeal the denial. Further, it is my understanding that my request 
may be granted in part and denied in part depending on Fruitland's interpretation of exemptions 
provided by law. Yet, it is also my understanding that if my request is granted in part, that I will 
be notified in \-vriting and provided the statutory authority for the partial denial, my right to 
appeal this decision and the time period in which I must file my appeal. 
It is preferred that all documents be produced in electronic and searchable fonnat as this would 
help expedite matters and save on cost of reproduction. Please send all materials to the 
following address: 
Mr. R. A. (Ron) Coulter 
776 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 240 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
This request is being sent to you as instructed by the Idaho State Police. Your attention to this 
matter will be greatly appreciated. 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (208) 672-6112. 
Sincerely, 
&d 
R.A. (Ron) Coulter 
Attorney for Mr. Wade 
Encl: ISP Notice of Action on Public Records Request 
RAC/alw 
cc: File 
IDAHO STATE POLlCE 
NOTICE OF ACTION ON PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST 
Name of Requestor: Mr. R.A. (Ron) Coulter Date: March 15,2012 
Address of Requestor: 776 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 240, Eagle, Idaho 83616 
I. Request Granted 
o The requested record is enclosed. 
o You may inspect and photocopy the requested records during regular office hours by contacting 
Records CustodianlDesignee Tille Telephone Number 
II. Request Denied in Part or Denied in its Entirety 
Your request has been processed. However, after consultation with legal counsel for the Idaho State Police, your request has been 
o denied in part; (8) denied in its entirety pursuant to: 
[g] Idaho Code 9-335(1) 
o Idaho Code 9-335(2) 
o Idaho Code 9-335(3) 
[g] IdaJlO Code 9-337(6) 
o Idaho Code 9-33 7( 13) 
o Idaho Code 
[g] Other/Explanation 
o Idaho Code 9-33 7( 15) o Idaho Code 9-340A(I) 
(8) Idaho Code 9-340B{ I) o Idaho Code 9-340B( 12) o Idaho Code 9-340C( I) o Idaho Code 9-340C(4) 
[g] Investigation is pending or ongoing. 
o No record found. 
o Idaho Code 9-340C(8) o Idaho Code 9-340C( 15) o Idaho Code 9-340D( I) o Idaho Code 9-340D( II) o Idaho Code 9-340D( 15) 
o Record not maintained III fonnat requested, contact records custodian for more information. 
o ISP is not the custodian of til is record, contact 
D!daho Code 9-340E (5) o Idaho Code 9-340F( I) o Idaho Code 9-341 o Idaho Code 9-342(3) o Idaho Code 9-343(3) 
o lSP cannot infom1 you when the requested record becomes available, contact records custodian with new request. 
~ You may request these records from the Payette County Prosecuting Attomcy's office. 
The statutory exemptions cited above are found in Idaho's Public Writings Act and are not a complete listing of all other legal bases or 
privileges which may also apply. 
You have the right to appeal this denial or partial denial of your request by filing a petition in conformance with the provisions oflhe 
Idaho Public Records Law, Title 9, Chapter 3, Idaho Code. Your petition must be filed in the 4th Judicial District Court of the State of 
Idaho within one hundred eighty (180) calendar days of the date of mailing of this notice. 
III. Additional Comments: RE: Jal11ee L. Wade, 1147-00 I, Case No. M 1 1000195. Request a copy of the investigation reports and all 
documentary evidence. This is an ongoing investigation and has not been adjudicated. 
EH 02 06-05 Copy to Legal Original to requestor Copy - Records Request File 5/1 I 
00 
Exhibit D 
Payette County Prosecutor 




Jennifer M, (nrlquist 
Deputy Prosecutor 
LegJI Assist.mt 





E OF THE PROSECUTING A 
Anne-Marie Kelso, Prosecutor 
1130 Third Avenue North, 1t1 05 
Pnyctte,lD 133661 
I'!UC1ofC::6114 P 1/2 
RNEY 
VIA FACSIMfl~8) 642-6096 (Telephone) (208) 642-6099 (Fncsimile) 
(208) 672-6114 
Ron Coulter 
Camacho Mendoza Coulter 
776 E. Riverside Drive. Suite 240 
Eagle._ 10 83616 
Re: Puhlic Records R/;quest (Jamt:t: L. Wade) 
Dear MI'. Coulter: 
1 am in receipr of your public records request. Please note that this office is not in 
possession of any documents or items you have requested, Upon completion of the 
Idaho State Police investigation. nil materials were forwarded to the Canyon County 
Prosecutor's Office for review. I am enclosing the letter sent to Canyon County. 
Although you did nor request documents regarding the investigation done by the 
Payette County Sheriff's Office. 1 believe it was your intent to include all reports. 
Please note that ~Ithough 1 am not the custodian of records for the Sheriff's 
Department. I do have access to report~. D~putil,!s from tbe Pay~tte CQunty Sheriff's 
Office documented events occurring on December 22.2011. However, since Canyon 
County is still r~vicwing the decision. additional evidence may be sought by Canyon 
County and/or additional interviews requested. 
Therefore. based on the foregoing. I am declining your request for the following 
reasons: 
1. I do not possess the documents specifically requested 
2. The Payeue Coumy Sheriff's omce documents are exempt from disclosure at 
that this time pursuant to Idaho Code Section 9-335(1)(1) nnd (e). 
Thank you. 
cc: Bryan Taylor and J.D. Huff(vin email) 
i~.~'" !:l{.I:-· ~;
'.p.t \;::', ""': 
" ... / 
. .y. • " J:? ' 




Jennifer M. Carlquist 
Deputy Prosecutor 
Lisa Saito 





_ ..... __ r- .... VVI' T "'/' 
Ut<I1'.lct UF THE PROSECUTING A1 
F ' 
Anne-Marie Kelso, Prosecuto 
1130 Third Avenue North. #105 
Payette, IV 83661 
(208) 64,-6096 (Telephone) (Z09) 642·6099 (F~cslmile) 
:VIA U.S. MAIL 
February 14,2012 
Bryan Taylor 
CWlyon County Prosecutor 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
" 
I :-;" 
Re: pfficer involved shooting: conflict ca.qe 
Dear Bryan: 
C::UC5b( ~b114 P 2/2 
EY 
Enclosed are three bindel's provided by the Idaho State Police regarding 
the officer involved shooting that occurred in Pay~rte County in December of 
2011. Jim Christensen is the lead detective on this matter and is best reached on 
his cell phone at (208) 573-4233. 
Thank you for rcvievling this matter for charges against both the officer 
and Jrunee Wade. 
HP LaserJet 3390 
Fax Call Report 



















Identification Duration Pages 
Payette County Pros 0:25 2 
Payette County Pros 2086426099 » 2086726114 P 1/2 
OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
Anne-MarIe Kelso, Prosecutor 
I1JOThlrd Avtnuc North.lilOS 
P,y,~ •• IO 83661 
VIA EAcsfMlltf) 642·6096 (ToIoFhon.) (2OS) 642-0099 (;",Imll.) 
(208) 672-6 I 14 
Ron Coulto< 
Ca..'l1scho Ml!ndou Couhet 
776 E. Riverside Drive. Suite 240 
Ea~lo.lD 83616 
Dear Mr. Cou!!." 
J am in receipt of your public records request. P!t;:asc note that this office is not in 
possession of any documents or it~ms you have requested. Upon completion of the 
Idaho State PoliO': inv~'tiGaljon •• iI m".,i.i, we« forwarded to the Canyon County 
Prosecutor's Omce for review. I am enclosing the lwa sent to Canyon Coumy. 
Alt.10Ugh you did nat requesl documl!nIs regarding the invcs!isotion done by the 
Payette County Sheriff's Office. J bdicvc it w:tS your intcnf to include all rcpons. 
Please nOl< th.t .Ilhou~h I nm not the eu.todi"" of reoords for the Sheriff, 
Ocpolrtment. f do have ncces:s to f~pOr.S. Deputh:s from the Puj'ttte County Sh<:riff's 
Office documented evenf'! oecurrir.~ on Dee~mb~r 22. 2011. How\!vcr. since Canyon 
County Is still revl,.:winS the decision. additional (vidence may be souGht b-y Canyon 
County andlor nddilional Intcrvkw~ requested. 
Thorefore. bosed on the fore~oing.l'n1 dctlirJng your request [ortr •• following 
te;1$¢n$: 
I. I do not pOlSe;, the docurn~nts spucifieaily requested 
2. The Payette County Sheriln O!l1ce documents aN exempt from disclosure at 
thnt thi, timo p"rounnl to Id,ho Code Secl;on 9·3J5(1)(I) nod (0). 
ce: Bryon Toylor nnd J.D. Huff (vin email) 
025 




Canyon County Prosecutor 
Public Record Request 
~e 
776 E. Riverside Or 
Suite 240 
I 
Eagie, fD 83616 
208.672.6112 
I Fax: 208.672.6114 
www.cmcfawgroup.com 
CAMACHO MENDOZA COULTER 
Maryland Office 
7272 Wisconsin Ave 
Suite 300 
.--.-.-.---------------- LA W CROUP ------------------------
Bethesda, MD 20814 
301.941.1957 
eFax: 240.465.0368 
Via Mail aud Facsimile 208-454-7474 
Bryan Taylor 
Canyon County Prosecutor 
I 115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
RE: Jamee L. Wade 
1147-001 
March 22, 2012 
Public Writings Request 
Dear Mr. Taylor: 
I Natalie Camacho Mendoza-:-~ 
10& TX 
R. A.(Ron) Coulter ltCol 
USMC (Ret), 
ID 
Robert G. Teffeteller, 
*Of Counsel, 
ID & CA 
Remington J.lohnson, 
MO 
Per Idaho Code §§ 9-337 through 9-347, I request that the following items be provided to me: 
1. The complete investigation, to include all reports, and all documentary evidence that was 
conducted by the Idaho State Police regarding the shooting ofMr. Jamee L. Wade by a 
Fruitland Police officer on or about December 22, 2011, near NW 2nd A venue in Payette 
County, Idaho at approximately 8:00 p.m. 
2. The complete investigation, to include all reports, and all documentary evidence that was 
conducted by the Fruitland Police Department regarding the shooting ofMr. Jamee L. 
Wade by a Fruitland Police officer on or about December 22,2011, near NW 2nd Avenue 
in Payette County, Idaho at approximately 8:00 p.m. 
3. The complete investigation, to include all reports, and all documentary evidence that was 
conducted by the Payette County Sheriff's Office regarding the shooting of Mr. Jamee L. 
Wade by a Fruitland Police ofli.cer on or about December 22,201 L near NW 2nd Avenue 
in Payette County, Idaho at approximately 8:.00 p.m. 
It is my understanding that this request must be either granted or denied within three (3) working 
days of the date of your receiving the request; and, if you detennine that more time is needed, it 
is my understanding that I will be so notified in writing and the documents will be provided to 
me within ten (10) working days of my request. Per Idaho Code § 9-339(2), it is also my 
understanding that ifI do not hear from you within ten (10) days of this request, then my request 
will deemed denied and I can appeal the denial. Further, it is my understanding that my request 
may be granted in part and denied in part depending on Fruitland's interpretation of exemptions 
provided by law, Yet, it is also my understanding that if my request is granted in part, that I wiII 
h t'-t; rI ' 't' ,.l '-J -J L 1 • f"'" , ,. •• • -
~e nO.L.Ie,,", In \-VThIng fu'1u provlueu tue statutory autnonty rof the partial demal, my nght to 
appeal this decision and the time period in which I must file my appeal. 
It is preferred that all documents be produced in electronic and searchable fonnat as this would 
help expedite matters and save on cost of reproduction. Please send all materials to the 
fonowing address: 
Mr, R. A. (Ron) Coulter 
776 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 240 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
This request is being sent to you based upon the denial of my public writings request filed with 
the Payette County Prosecuting Attorney, The Payette County Prosecuting Attorney has 
informed me that all materials were forwarded to your office. Specifically, Ms, Kelso stated the 
following: 
I am in receipt of your public records request. Please note that this office is not in 
possession of any documents or items you have requested. Upon completion of the Idaho 
State Police Investigation, all materials were forwarded to the Canyon County 
Prosecutor's Officefor Review. I'm enclosing the letter sent to Canyon County 
(Emphasis added) 
It is my understanding that the investigative effort of the lead investigative agency (the Idaho 
State Police) has been completed; see the enclosure to this correspondence. It is also my 
understanding that both the Fruitland Police Department's and the Payette County Sheriffs 
Office have been completed in this matter, Therefore, the exemption under I.C. 9-335(1) and 9-
340B are inapplicable as providing the requested completed investigations would not: 
o Interfere with an enforcement proceeding; 
• Deprive, my client or the un-named officer of a fair trial; 
• Constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 
• Disclose the identity of a confidential source; nor the infonnation provided by a 
confidential source; 
• Disclose investigative techniques and procedures; nor 
• Endanger the life or physical safety of law enforcement personnel. 
028 
Your prompt attention to this matter will be greatly appreciated. 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (208) 672-61 12. 
Sincerely, 
Encl: Payette County Prosecuting Attorney Letter to Ron Coulter dated March 22, 2012 















VI?,' 'l..t ur TtH:; PROSECUTING Ai RNEY 
Anne-Marie Kelso, Prosecu 
1130 Third Avenue Norrh,BIOS 
Payette, ID 83661 
VIA FACSIMft~8) 642-6096 (Telephone) (208) 642-6099 (FncSimlle) 
(208) 672-6114 
Ron Coulter 
Camacho Mendoza Coulter 
776 E. Riveiside Drive. Suite 240 
Eagle) ID 836 I 6 
Re: Puhlic Records Request (Jamet.! L. Wade) 
Dear Mj', Coulter: 
1 am in receipt of your public records request. Please note that this office is not in 
possession of any documents or Items you have requested. Upon completion of the 
Idaho State Police investigation, nil materials were forwarded to [he Canyon County 
Prosecutor's Office for review. r am enclosing the leiter sent to Canyon County. 
Although you did not request documcnrs regarding rhe investigation done by the 
Payette County Sheriff's Office. } believe it was your intcnt to include all reports. 
Please not~ that although I am not the custodian of records for the Sheriff's 
Department. r do have access to r~ports, Dcputii!s from t1v~ Payt!tte County Sheriff's 
Office documented events occurring on December 22.2011, However)' since Canyon 
County is still reviewing the decislon. additional evidence may be sought by Canyon 
County and/or additional interviews requested. 
Therefore. based on the foregoing. I I1ni declining your request for the following 
reasons: 
1. I do not possess the documents specifically requested 
2. The Payette County Sheriff's Of1k<! documents are exempt from disclosure at 
that this time pursuant to Idaho Code Section 9-335(1 )(1) and (e). 
Thank you, 
cc: Bryan Ta.ylor and J.D. Huff (via email) 
i>i~CI' or&. f~~::-::· .~; 
,,~ '.::. 'I<li 
',{L :.' J?!./ 
~tlJU'lO: ' 













___ _ ..... A.4 v .. tl.l.LA.L [\.V.::>,Ct.U.1 U'Ju ATf RNEY 
Anne-Marie Kelso; Prosecutor 
1130 Third AvcTlue North. #105 
Fayette, ID 83661 
(208) 642·6096 (Tciephonc) (zoa) 642·6099 (Pocsimlle) 
YIA U.S. MAIL 
February 14, 2012 
Bryan Taylor 
Canyon County Prosecutor 
1 j 15 Aiba.'lY Street 
Caldwell, In 83605 
' . . ' . " 
Re: Officer involved shooting conflict cas~ 
Dear Bryan: 
Enclosed are three binders provided by the Idaho State Police regarding 
the officer involved shooting that occurred in Pay.ette County in December of 
2011. Jim Christensen is the lead detective on this matter and is best reached on 
his cell phone at (208) 573-4233. 
Thank you for reviewing this matter for charges against both the officer 
and Jrunee Wade. 
~
daho Office 
776 E. Riverside Dr 
Suite 240 
I 





7272 Wisconsin Ave 
Suite 300 
Bethesda, MD 20814 
301.941.1957 
CAMACHO MENDOZA COULTER 
.-.---.--.---.. -.•. ----- LAW GROUP '-~ .. ---.-.. ---'-.. -.--
FACSIMILE COVER SHEET 
Mendoza, 
ID& TX 
R.A.{Ron) Coulter LtCol 
USMC (Ret), 
ID 
Robert G. Teffeteller, 
*Of Counsel, 
ID&CA 
Remington J. Johnson, 
MD 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This facsimile transmission (and/or the 
documents accompanying it) may contain coni1dential information belonging to the sender, 
which is protected by the attorney-client privilege. The information is intended only for the use 
of the individual or entity named below. If you are 110t the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or the taking of any action in reliance on the 
contents of this i11f01111atio11 is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in enol'. 
please immediately notify us by telephone to arrange for return ofthe documents. 
Operator Name: Adia Wright 
From: Camacho Mendoza Coulter Law Group 
To: Bryan Taylor 
Facsimile No.: 208-454-7474 
Document(s) Being Transmitted: Records Request 
A Hard Copy will: 0follow not follow 
Date: March 23,20]2 
This message consists of 2. page(s), including this cover page. Please check to see if you 
received the correct number of pages; if not, kindly contact us immediately either by 
return facsimile or by telephone. 
File: Jamee "Vade FileNo.: 1]47-001 
Comment 
HP LaserJet 3390 
Fax Call Report 







Type Identification Duration Pages 







~tan. c.ar::o.ldlo M~.n, 
10& rx 
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CAMACHO MENDOZA COULTER 




Robtrt G. TcffQwttr, 
-QfCO"JAkJ, 
lOt.CA 
FACSlml.E COVER SHEET 
CONFIDENTIALITY NQTICE - This fuciimUe transmission (andior the 
documents accompany'.nll it) may contaio confidential information belonging to U:e sender. 
whleh is proteote<! by the anorney·client privilege. The information is 'ntende<! only for U:e Ule 
of tho Individual or entity n.omed below. If you lIe not the intended recipient. you are hereby 
notified that on)' disclosure. oOPiing. distribution or the W:.ing of any action in reliance on U:e 
contents ofthislnfomution is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmiSlion in error. 
pl= immediately notilY us by telephone to orr", •• for return of the docwnent'. 
Op .... !or Name: Ad", Wri&ht 
From: Canuu:ho Mendoza Coulter UtW Group 
To: Bryan T~ylor 
Faalmlle No.: 20~S4-7474 
Docum,nt(.) BeiDg Trn.mllt.d: Records Request 
A Hard Copy will: fi2l'foUow nol (oUow 
Daw March 23,2012 
ThIs lIl"sa~. corubh oC ~ l'''i.(5). Including Ihls cover ""ie. Ple .. e <.beck to •• e II you 
received the correct Dumb.r o( pazes; II not. Idodly contact u. immediately either by 
..,taro (.C1Ilmlle or by telephone. 
FU.: J.amee Wade File No •• 11'7-001 
Comment: 




Canyon County Prosecutor 
Public Record Request Deni_al 
Canyon ounty Prosecuting A orney 
Bryan F. Taylor, JO, PhD 
Canyon county Courthouse * 1115 Albany Street· Caldwell, 10 B3S05 
Telephone: (208)454-7391 • General Fax: (208)454-7474 • Civil Fax: (208)455-5955 
ChrIstopher N. Topmlller 
Chief Deputy 
CrIminal DivIsion 
Sent Via Facsimile 
R.A. Coulter 
Camacho Mendoza Coulter Law Group 
776 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 240 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Facsimile: (208) 672-6114 
March 30, 2012 
Re: Recoras Request Dated MarcTz 22, 2012 
Dear Mr. Coulter: 
Samuel 8. Laugheed 
Chief Deputy 
Civil DIVision 
This letter acknowledge receipt of your records request dated March 22,2012, which was 
received in this office on March 23, 2012, requesting the following: 
1. The complete investigatiol1, to i/1cltlae all reports, alld all documentary 
evidence tllat was conducted by the Idaho State Police regarding the shooting of 
Mr. Jamee L. Wade by a Fruitland Police office on or about December 22, 
2011, near NW 2ud Avenue in Payette County,Idaho at approximately 8:00 p.m. 
2. Tile complete investigation, to include all reports, and all docllmentary 
evidel1ce tllnt was conducted by tile FFllitland Police Department regardil1g the 
shooting of Mr. Jamee L. Wade by a Fruitla11d Police officer all or about 
December 22, 2011, near NW 2nd Avenue ;'1 Payette COllllty, IdaTlO at 
approximately 8:00 p.m. 
3. The complete investigatio11, to include all reports, and all documentary 
evidence that was conducted by tlte Payette County Sheriff's Office regarding 
tile sllooting of Mr. Jamee L. Wade hy a Fruitland Police office Oil or about 
December 22, 2011, near NW ztllJ Avenue ill Payette COUllty, Idaho at 
approximately 8:00 p.m. 
Due to the fact that the investigation of this case is pending, your request for this 
infonnation must be denied, pursuant to Idaho Code § 9~335, because disclosure of the same 
would interfere with enforcement proceedings and could deprive the parties of the right to a fair 
trial or impartial adjudication. 
000035 
Camacho Mendoza Coulter Law Group 
March 30, 2012 
Re: Public Records Request Dtd. 3-22-2011 
Page 2 
If you feel that you have been improperly denied the information you requested) you have 
the right to institute proceedings in the district court of this county within 180 days from the date 
of the mailing of this letter to attempt to compel disclosure of that information. 
Regards, 
/L-J~ 
Michael K. Porter 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
MKP:1l 
HP LaserJet 3390 
Fax Call Report 






Time Type Identification Duration 
11:59:50 Receive 2084555955 0:41 
lCilt55S.SS:S 1l.S!:3la.m. 03-30-2011 
FACSIMILE COVER SHEET 
To: !LA.Coulter From: Mich.el K. Porter 
Camacho MeodoZll Coulter Low Grp. Deputy Prosec-uting Attorney 
DATE: 3-30-2011 TIME 12,05 p.m. CM/YON COUNTY PROSECUTING 
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
PHONE: 20S.672.6112 1115 Albany Stre.t 
Cnldwcl~ Idaho 8.1605 
FAX: 208.672.6114 PHONE: (208) 454-7391 
FAX: (208)455.5955 
You should receive 3 pagcs1 including tflu cover sheet. Hyou do [lot receive on pngu1 
ple:ue till the telephone numb~r listed above ll! soon u pouible. 
RE: Public Record Request Dated 3·22·2012 
MESSAGE: 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
This rn..,lmlle trnrurniulon (nodlor the docum,nts oecomponyini il) ol~y canto in 
confldcntiallnformal!on belongIng to the IOodcr wblch Is protected by the nll.mer·cUent 
privD.~.. The Information Is Intended only for the UiC of Ih. Individunl or entity named 
above. !fyou arc nollh. Intended recipient, you are hereby notified thot ony di,c1o.ur<, 
.opylne. distribution Dr the taking of lOY acUon In nil. nco 00 the contents of this 
I:nforoo.tiou is .trlctly prohlblt,d. If you hnve received Ihls trnosmusioo In error. pl.a,. 
Immediately notify us by tel.phone to arronee for return of tho document,. PI •• s. coU 
(208) 454-7391. 




FACSIMILE COVER SHEET 
To: RA.CouJter From: Michael K. Porter 
Camacho Mendoza Coulter Law Grp. Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
I DATE: 3-30-2012 TII\ffi 12:05 p.m. I CAJ"'~YON COuNTY Pl<O:sECUTING 
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
PHONE: 208.672.6112 1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
FAX: 208.672.6114 PHONE: (208) 454-7391 
FAX: (208)455-5955 
You should receive 3 pages, including this cover sheet. If you do not receive all pages, 
please call the telephone number listed above as soon as possible. 
RE: Public Record Request Dated 3-22-2012 
MESSAGE: 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
This facsimile transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain 
confidential information belonging to the sender which is protected by the attorney-client 
privilege. The information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, 
copying, distribution or the tnking of any action in reliance on the contcnts of this 
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please 
immediately notify us by telephonc to arrange for return of the documents. Please call 
(208) 454-7391. 
LL 
BRYAN F. TAYLOR, ISB #6400 
l'VlICHAEL K. PORTER, ISH #7502 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 454-7391 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, Il'i AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JAMEE L. \VADE 
Petitioner, 
VS. 
BRYAN F. TA YLOR, COUNTY 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, CANYON 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S 
OFFICE, a public agency, 
Respondent. 
3~YYL 
CASE NO. CV12-3T9-::tC 
RESPONDENT'S ANS\VER TO 
PETITIONER'S PETITION FOR ACCESS 
TO PIJBLIC RECORDS 
1. The State has acted in good faith and within the bounds of the public records act in 
denying Petitioners request. 
The Petitioner alleges that on December 22, 2011, he suffered two gunshot wounds at the 
hands of the Fruitland Police Department. A public records request was filed with the Canyon 
County Prosecutor on March 22, 2012. On March 30, 2012, the Petitioner's request was denied. 
The State relied on the plain language of Idaho Code in its denial of the Petitioner's request. 
I.e. §9-335 sates in relevant part: 
(1) Notwithstanding any statute or rule of court to the contrary, nothing in 
this chapter nor chapter 10, title 59, Idaho Code, shall be construed to 
require disclosure of investigatory records compiled for lay\' enforcement 
purposes by a law enforcement agency, but such exemption from 
disclosure applies only to the extent that the production of such records 
would: 
(a) Interfere with enforcement proceedings ... 
Idaho Code Ann. § 9-335 (West). The Idaho Supreme Court has determined that prosecutor's 
offices are "law enforcement agencies" as defined in I.C. 9-335. Bolger v. Lance, 137 Idaho 
792, 795, 53 P.3d 1211, 1214 (2002). ("As used herein, the term "law enforcement agency" 
means the office of the attorney general, the office of the state controller, the Idaho state police, 
the office of any prosecuting attorney, sheriff or municipal police department.") Id. 
Furthermore, in the Gibson case the Supreme Court of Idaho, citing Bolger, ruled. I.e. 
§§ 9-335(1) and (2) controls over provisions, such as I.e. § 9-342(1), that might otherwise 
provide for disclosure of investigatory records. Gibson v. Ada County, 138 Idaho 787, 790,69 
P.3d 1048, 1051 (2003). In the Gibson case, a county employee was terminated for criminal 
conduct and the case sent to conflict counsel for review. The Gibsons made a public records 
request that was denied by the County on the grounds that the documents requested were 
"investigatory records." Id. at 788. 
In the present case, the Canyon County Prosecutor's Office (CCPA) agreed to act as 
conflict counsel and review this matter. CCPA has had their investigators and their Chief 
Criminal Deputy assigned the case and a review of the evidence is ongoing. CCP A is clearly a 
law enforcement agency under the holding in Bolger and the conduct of CCPA is clearly 
contemplated and condoned under Gibson's interpretation of I.C. § 9-335. 
2. The State's denial of his public records request will not prevent Petitioner from 
filing a claim under the Idaho Tort Claim (ITCA). 
The Petitioner has sufficient information to provide sufficient notice to the government 
entity involved 10 meet the notice requirements under the ITCA. The State is investigating the 
incident involving the petitions. By definition, this investigation, the reason for the denial of 
Petitioner's request, will "allow authorities to conduct a full investigation into the cause of the 
injury in order to determine the extent of the State's liability, if any, and allow the state to 
prepare defenses" if necessary. priggers v. Grafe, 148 Idaho 295, 297, (Idaho App. 2009). The 
Petitioner has sufficient information and may file his notice within the timeframe required by 
statute and then supplement his claim \vith additional information once it is released. The ITCA 
does not require the Petitioner "prepare a comprehensive tort claim" in order to preserve his 
rights; notice is all that is required. 
CONCLUSION 
The State has acted under lawful authority and properly denied the Petitioner's request. 
The Petitioner is not precluded or prevented from filing a notice of tort claim under the LTCA by 
the State's actions. The Petitioner's request for disclosure and his request for attorney's fees 
should be denied. 
DATED: April 27, 2012. 
BRYAN F. TAYLOR 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
By: 
f!_/ --
Michael K. Porter 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this __ of April, 2012, I caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing ANS\VER to be served on the following in the manner indicated: 
Ronaldo A. Coulter 
Camacho Mendoza Coulter Law Group 
776 E. Riverside Drive Suite 240 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Fax: 208-672-6114 
] U.S. Mail 
] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ XJ Facsimile 
[ ] Email 
Michael K. Porter 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
LL 
BRYAN F. TAYLOR, ISB #6400 
MICHAEL K. PORTER, ISB #7502 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
Canyon County COUlihouse 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 454-7391 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JAMEE L. \V ADE 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
BRY AN F. TAYLOR, COUNTY 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, CANYON 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S 
OFFICE, a public agency, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV12-3774C 
DEFENDANT CANYON COUNTY'S 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
COMES NOW the Defendant, by and through its attorney of record, MICHAEL K. 
PORTER, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney of the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office, 
and hereby requests the Court dismiss this action pursuant to Title 9, Chapter 3, Idaho Code, 
I.R.C.P. 41 and 12. Dismissing of the above entitled matter should be granted based upon the 
affidavit attached and on the grounds and for the reasons set forth below. 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
CASE NO. CV2012-3744 
1. The State has acted in good faith and within the bounds of the public records act in 
denying Petitioners request. 
The Petitioner alleges that on December 22, 2011, he suffered t\VO gunshot wounds at the 
hands of the Fruitland Police Department. A public records request was filed with the Canyon 
County Prosecutor on March 22, 2012. On March 30, 2012, the Petitioner's request \vas denied. 
The State relied on the plain language ofIdaho Code in its denial of the Petitioner's request. 
I.C. §9-335 sates in relevant part: 
(1) Not\vithstanding any statute or rule of court to the contrary, nothing in 
this chapter nor chapter 10, title 59, Idaho Code. shall be construed to 
require disclosure of investigatory records compiled for law enforcement 
purposes by a law enforcement agency, but such exemption from 
disclosure applies only to the extent that the production of such records 
\vould: 
(a) Interfere with enforcement proceedings ... 
Idaho Code Anl1. § 9-335 (West). The Idaho Supreme Court has determined that prosecutor's 
otTices are "law enforcement agencies" as defined in I.e. 9-335. BolgellLance, 137 Idaho 
792,795.53 P.3d 1211,1214 (2002). CAs used herein, the term "law enforcement agency" 
means the office of the attorney general, the office of the state controller, the Idaho state police, 
the office of any prosecuting attorney, sheriff or municipal police department.") Id. 
Furthermore, in the Gibson case the Supreme Court ofIdaho, citing Bolger, ruled. I.e. 
§§ 9-335(1) and (2) controls over provisions, such as I.e. § 9-342(1), that might othervvise 
provide for disclosure of investigatory records. Gibson v. Ada County, 138 Idaho 787, 790, 69 
P.3d 1048,1051 (2003). In the Gibson case, a county employee was terminated for criminal 
conduct and the case sent to conflict counsel for review. The Gibsons made a public records 
request that was denied by the County on the grounds that the documents requested were 
"investigatory records." Id. at 788. 
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In the present case, the Canyon County Prosecutor's Office (CCPA) agreed to act as 
contlict counsel and revie\v this matter. CCPA has had their investigators and their Chief 
Criminal Deputy assigned the case and a review of the evidence is ongoing. CCP A is clearly a 
law enforcement agency under the holding in Bol£er and the conduct of CCPA is clearly 
contemplated and condoned under Gibson's interpretation of I.e. § 9-335. 
2. The State's denial of Petitioner's publie records request ,yill not prevent the filing of 
a claim under the Idaho Tort Claim (ITCA). 
The Petitioner has sufficient information to provide sufficient notice to the government 
entity involved to meet the notice requirements under the ITCA. The State is imestigating the 
incident involving the petitions. By definition, this investigation, the reason for the denial of 
Petitioner's request, vvill "allow authorities to conduct a full investigation into the cause of the 
injury in order to determine the extent of the State's liability, if any, and allm\' the state to 
prepare defenses" if necessary. DrigRers v. (iraf~, 148 Idaho 295, 297, (Idaho App. 2009). The 
Petitioner has sufficient information and may file his notice within the timetj'ame required by 
statute and then supplement his claim with additional information once it is released. The ITCA 
does not require the Petitioner "prepare a comprehensive t011 claim" in order to preserve his 
rights; notice is all that is required. 
CONCLUSION 
The State has acted under lavvful authority and properly denied the Petitioner's request. 
The Petitioner is not precluded or prevented from filing a notice of tort claim under the lTCA by 
the State's actions. 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
CASE NO. CV2012-3744 
\VHEREFORE, The County moves this cOUli to dismiss this action and award 
attorney's fees to Defendant. 
A hearing on the motion is requested. 
DATED this ____ I _____ ~ day of May, 20]2. 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
CASE NO. CV2012-3744 
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Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
r HEREB Y CERTIFY that on or about this _~_ day of May, 2012, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon following in the manner indicated: 
Ronaldo A. Coulter 
1404 North Main Street, Ste. 100 
rvleridian, 10 83642 
FAX: 208-672-6114 
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( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Deiivered 
( ) Placed in Court Basket 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(X) Facsimile 
( ) E-Mail 
M 
Deputy Prosecllting Attorney 
BRYAN I?~ TAYLOR, ISB #6400 
MICHAEL K. PORTER, ISB #7502 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 454-7391 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JAMEE L. \V ADE 
Petitioner, 
"s. 
BRYAN F. TAYLOR, COUNTY 
IJROSECUTING ATTORNEY, CANYON 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S 
OFFICE, a public agency, 
Respondent. 
SIA IE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
Canyon County, Idaho ) 
CASE NO. CV20112-3744-C 
AFFIDA VIT OF CHRISTOPHER N. 
TOPMILLER 
I Christopher N. Topmillcr, being first duly sVvorn upon oath deposes and says: 
1. I am over the age of 18 years, and make this affidavit based upon my own 
personal knowledge. 
2. At all times relevant to the facts covered in this affidavit, I have served as the 
Chief Criminal Deputy in the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office. 
3. I was contacted by the Payette County Prosecuting Attorney's Office and asked to 
review an officer involved shooting for criminal charges on or about February 14, 2012. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER N. TOPMILLER 
CASE NO. CV2012-3744C 
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4. The officer had allegedly shot Jamee Lee Wade during a brief and escalating 
encounter outside Mr. Wade's residence. 
S. I asked Bill Crawford, the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office Lead 
Investigator, to review the files and give me an assessment of the case on March IS, 2012. 
6. I then delivered the file to Chief Gary Deulen of the Canyon County Sheriff's 
Office for a review of the file and assessment of the case on or about April 1, 2012. 
7. I then took that information provided by Chief Deulen and Investigator Crawford 
and began my own review of the case. 
8. I am currently conducting that review. 
DATED: April 30, 2012. 
BRYAN F. TA YLOR 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this day of April, 2012. 
AFFIDAVlT OF CHRISTOPHER N. TOPMILLER 
CASE NO. CV2012-3744C 
Residing at: 
My Commission Expires: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
) 
JAMEE L. WADE, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) CASE NO. CV 2012-3744*C 
) 
vs. ) MEMORANDUM DECISION ON 
) PETITION FOR ACCESS TO 
BR Y AN F. TAYLOR, COUNTY ) PUBLIC RECORDS 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, CANYON ) 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S ) 
OFFICE, a public agency, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
The above entitled matter came on for hearing on the 4th day of May, 2012, and was 
continued to the 17th day of May, 2012. Ronaldo Coulter, attorney at law, appeared for the 
Petitioner. Michael Porter, Canyon County Deputy Prosecutor, appeared for the Respondent. This 
Court has reviewed the Petition for Access to Public Records filed on April 19, 2012, Respondent's 
Answer filed on April 27, 2012, the arguments presented at the hearings, and concluded that it was 
necessary to review the records contained in the prosecuting attorney's file in camera. The Court 
has completed it's in camera review and sets forth its written decision below. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON PETITION FOR 
ACCESS TO PUBLIC RECORDS Page 1 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
Petitioner is considering a claim under the Idaho Tort Claims Act (ITCA) against certain 
government entity(ies) related to a December 22,2011 incident involving Petitioner and a Fruitland 
Police Officer in which Petitioner was shot twice. Under I.e. §6-906, the Petitioner must file a tort 
claim by June 19, 2012. In order to evaluate the merits of the tort claim, Petitioner has requested 
copies of reports related to the incident that were prepared by the Idaho State Police, Fruitland 
Police Depatiment, and Payette County ShelTiffs Department. 
The requirements to file a tort claim against government entity(ies) under I.C. §§ 6-903, 
6-904, do not have a heightened pleading standard. Plaintitt simply must act timely to file notice 
of a tort claim against a government entity. Compliance with the ITCA notice requirement is a 
mandatory condition precedent to bringing suit, the failure of which is fatal to a claim, no matter 
how legitimate; the notice requirement is in addition to the applicable statute of limitations. I.e. 
§§ 6-906, 6-908. Cobbley v. City o.fChallis, 138 Idaho ]54,59 P.3d 959 (2002). 
Under I.C. §6-907, "All claims presented to and filed 'with a governmental entity shall 
accurately describe the conduct and circumstances which brought about the i~ury or damage, 
describe the injury or damage, state the time and place the injury or damage occurred, state the 
names of all persons involved, if known, and shall contain the amount of damages claimed ... " 
The State argues in this case, the Petitioner could file a tort claim with the limited information 
available to him. Petitioner can describe the incident, his injuries and damages, the time and 
place this incident occurred, and the names of persons involved. The primary function of notice 
under the ITCA is to "put the governmental entity on notice that a claim against it is being 
prosecuted and thus apprise it of the need to preserve evidence and perhaps prepare a defense." 
Blass v. County a/Twin Falls, 132 Idaho 451,452,974 Pold 503, 504 (1999). 
Under the facts known to the Petitioner at this time, he can effectively submit a tort 
claim; however, his ability to pursue this claim will be hindered unless given access to the 
requested documents. 
The Canyon County Prosecutor's Office has denied Petitioner access pursuant to I.C. §9-
335. Respondents point out that the Canyon County Prosecutor's Office is a law enforcement 
agency under the language of I.C. §9-335 and if these documents were disclosed it could interfere 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON PETITION FOR 
ACCESS TO PUBLIC RECORDS Page 2 
with enforcement proceedings, and/or deprive a person of a right to a fair trial, or an impartial 
adjudication. 
ANALYSIS 
The investigation file possessed by the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney includes three 
white three-ring binders. Two of these binders contain Petitioner's medical records. The third 
binder contains police reports; interviews with witnesses, the alleged victim, and the officer 
involved; 911 audio recordings; dispatch reports, photographs, and a video of the shooting. 
The State claims that these documents relate to an active investigation inasmuch as the 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office has yet to make a charging decision, if any is to be 
made, related to the December 22, 2011 shooting. Additionally, the State argues that the video 
of the shooting and some police reports could impact Petitioner's statements in a prosecutorial 
hearing such as a preliminary hearing or a grand jury proceeding. Thus, it is the State's 
contention that the documents contained in this investigation file are exempt from disclosure 
because production of the records would interfere with enforcement proceedings and deprive a 
person of a right to a fair trial. 
It appears from the Court's review of the documents that the last active investigation into 
this incident was on January 19, 2012 when Idaho State Police Detective Ken White interviewed 
the manager of the Reel Theater and collected a CD entitled "Video from Reel Theatre." Indeed, 
the Petition for access to these records argues that all of the subject investigations have been 
completed. Further, Petitioner cites to a letter \vTitten by the Payette County Prosecuting 
Attorney declaring that her office was no longer in possession of the documents as they had been 
forwarded to the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney "/UJpon completion of the Idaho State 
Police Investigation". Emphasis added. Nevertheless, the Canyon County Prosecuting 
Attorney's Office continues to maintain that this remains on ongoing investigation even though 
over four and one-half months have gone by with no activity. 
I.e. § 9-335(3) clearly sets forth that an "inactive investigatory record shall be disclosed 
unless the disclosure would violate the provisions of subsection (l)(a) through (f)" of this code 
section. Emphasis added. The only provisions that the State claims are possibly applicable are 
(a) and (b). Thus, in order for this Court to find that the investigation file possessed by the 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON PETITION FOR 
ACCESS TO PUBLIC RECORDS Page 3 
Canyon county Prosecuting Attorney is exempt from disclosure, it must find that disclosure will 
interfere with enforcement proceedings or deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial 
adjudicatory hearing. 
The only argument presented by the State to support such a finding is that disclosure 
would possibly taint the testimony of the Petitioner in a grand jury proceeding or preliminary 
hearing. This disregards that Petitioner's statements about the incident have been preserved by 
recorded interviews of him taken January 12, 2012. Further, it assumes that he might perjure 
himself in order to improve the value of his tort claim. The language of the statute does not state 
that the records are exempt from disclosure if production might possibly interfere with 
enforcement proceedings. The statute requires that interference would result. This Court cannot 
make that finding. 
The only possible persons who might be placed on trial over this incident are the 
Petitioner Wade or the Fruitland Police Officer. Whether either person is charged \vith a crime is 
undecided. Indeed, the State may conclude that the evidence does not support a criminal charge 
against either party. But in the event a criminal charge is brought, this Court cannot find that 
disclosure of these documents would deprive either person of a fair trial or an impartial 
adjudication. 
Therefore, the Court finds that the decision of the Canyon county Prosecuting Attorney's 
office is not justified. Accordingly, 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON PETITION FOR 
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ORDER 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the Petition for Access to Public Records is GRANTED 
pursuant to the Court's reasoning above. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Canyon county Prosecuting Attomey's office make 
this record public. 
Dat~d this _3.fk day ofJune, 2012. 
Thomas J. Ryan 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I caused the foregoing to be served upon the following via U.S. Mail, 
postage prepaid, facsimile transmission or by hand delivery: 
Ronaldo A. Coulter 
Camacho Mendoza Coulter Law Group 
776 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 240 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Bryan F. Taylor 
Michael K. Porter 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attomey 
1115 Albany St. 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Date Deputy Clerk 
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mkp 
BRYAN F. TAYLOR, ISB #6400 
MICHAEL K. PORTER, ISB #7502 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 454-7391 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
TifE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JAMEE L. WADE 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
BRYAN F. TAYLOR,COUNTY 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, 
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING 
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE, a public agency, 
Respondent. 
CASE NO. CV-2012-3744*C 
MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND 
JUDGMENT 
The Respondent County Prosecuting Attorney ("Prosecutor"), by and through its attorney 
of record, Michael K. Porter, hereby files this MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND A 
JUDGMENT pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 59. The motion is timely having been 
filed within fourteen (14) days of the courts MEMORANDUM DECISION ON PETITION FOR 
ACCESS TO PUBLIC RECORDS. The Motion is supported by affidavits (attached) and a 
memorandum to be filed at a later date. 
MOTION TO AL TER OR AMEND JUDGMENT 
CASE CV12-3744 
Page I of2 
DATED this day of June, 2012. 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this day of June, 2012, I caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND .JUDGMENT to be served on the following in 
the manner indicated: 
Ronaldo A. Coultcr 
Camacho Mcndoza Coulter Law Group 
776 E. Rivcrsidc Drive, suite 240 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Facsimile: 208-672-6114 
ron@cmclawgroup.com 
MOTION TO AL TER OR AMEND JUDGMENT 
CASE CV12-3744 
1 u.s. Mail 
1 Ovcrnight Del ivcry 
I Hand Delivery 
] Facsimile 
] Email 
Michael K. P0l1er 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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BRYAN F. TAYLOR, ISB #6400 
MICHAEL K. PORTER, ISB #7502 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 454-7391 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JAMEE L. WADE 
VS. 
BRYAN F. TAYLOR, COUNTY 
PROSEClJTING ATTORNEY, CANYON 
COlJNTY PROSEClJTING ATTORNEY'S 
OFFICE, a public agency, 
Respondent. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
Canyon County, Idaho ) 
CASE NO. CV20112-3744-C 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER N. 
TOPMILLER 
I Christopher N. Topmiller, being first duly sworn upon oath deposes and says: 
1. I am over the age of 18 years, and make this affidavit based upon my own 
personal knowledge. 
2. At all times relevant to the facts covered in this atTidavit, I have served as the 
Chief Criminal Deputy in the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office. 
3. I \vas contacted by the Payette County Prosecuting Attorney's Office and asked (0 
review an officer involved shooting for criminal charges on or about February 14, 2012. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER N. TOPMILLER 
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4. As a prosecuting attorney and judicial officer pursuant to Idaho constitution I 
retain the right to request additional information or investigation while reviewing a criminal case 
submitted for charging. 
5. I am bound by the rules of professional responsibility, public policy, and good 
faith. 
6. In my experience I believe subjecting a charging decision to artificially imposed 
time constraints compromises my oath of office. 
DATED: June 6. 2012. 
BRYAN F. TAYLOR 
Canyon County Prosecllting Attorney 
Christopher Topmiller 
SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN to before me this day of June, 2012. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER N. TOPMILLER 
CASE NO. CV20I2-3744C 
Notary 
Residing at: 
My Commission Expires: 
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BRYAN F. TAYLOR, ISS #6400 
MICHAEL K. PORTER, ISS #7502 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attomey 
Canyon County Courthouse 
I 115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 454-7391 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JAMEE L. 'VADE 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
BRYAN F. TAYLOR, COUNTY 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, CANYON 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S 
OFFICE, a public agency, 
Respondent. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
Canyon County, Idaho ) 
CASE NO. CV20112-3744-C 
AFFIDAvrr OF GARY DEULEN 
I Gary Deulen, being first duly swom upon oath deposes and says: 
1. I am over the age of 18 years, and make this affidavit based upon my own 
personal knowledge. 
2. At all times relevant to the facts covered in this affidavit, I have served as the 
Chief Deputy in the Canyon County Sheriffs Office. 
3. I was contacted by the Chief Criminal Deputy in the Prosecuting Attomey's 
Office, Christopher Topmiller and asked to review an officer involved shooting for criminal 
charges on or about April I, 2012. 
4. The Officer had allegedly shot Jamee Lee Wade during a brief and escaiating 
encounter outside Mr. Wade's residence. 
5. I reviewed the file gave my assessment of the case and delivered the file to the 
Chief Criminal Deputy on or about April 9, 2012. 
DATED: 2012. 
BRYAN F. TAYLOR 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this day ofJune, 2012. 
BRYAN .F. TAYLOR, ISB #6400 
MICHAEL K. PORTER, ISB #7502 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attomey 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 454-7391 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JAMEE L. \VADE 
Petitioner, 
VS. 
BRYAN F. TAYLOR, COUNTY 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, CANYON 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S 
OFFICE, a public agency, 
Respondent. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
Canyon County, Idaho ) 
CASE NO. CV20112-3744-C 
AFFIDAVIT OF \VILLIAM CRA \VFORD 
I William Crawford, being first duly swom upon oath deposes and says: 
1. I am over the age of 18 years, and make this affidavit based upon my own 
personal knowledge. 
2. At all times relevant to the facts covered in this affidavit, I have served as the 
Lead Investigator in the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office. 
3. I was contacted by the Chief Criminal Deputy in the Prosecuting Attorney's 
Office, Christopher Topmiller and asked to review an officer involved shooting for criminal 
charges on or about March 15,2012. 
4. The Officer had aliegedly shot Jamee Lee \Vade during a brief and escalating 
encounter outside Mr. Wade's residence. 
5. I reviewed the file gave my assessment ofthe case and delivered the file to the 
Chief Criminal Deputy on or about March 29, 2012. 
DATED: June 2012. 
BRYAN F. TAYLOR 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
, '1~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~ day of June, 2012. 
(S EA L Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at: _--'"'-'~'-'--'-_____ -,-_____ _ 
My Commission Expires: 
BRYAN F. TAYLOR ISB No. 6400 
MICHAEL K. PORTER ISB No. 7502 
C\"Yo"-J C()l~NTY PROSECUTI0:G ;-\lTOR"EY'S OFFICE 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 454-7391 
IN THE DISTRICT COUKf OF THE THIRD JUDICL\L DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF 11)"\110, IN "\ND FOR THE COUNTY OF C\NYON 
Petitioner, 
\"S. 
BRY\N r,. T;\YLOR, COl'NTY 
PROSI~(T'J'lNC; ;\]TORNEY, 
C\NYON COl:NTY PROS] ~ClTTIN(; 
;\TJ'ORNEY'S OFFICE, a public agency, 
Respondent. 
CASE NO. CV 2012-3744 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND 
JUDGMENT 
The Respondent Bryan F. Taylor, Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney, Canyon Count\' 
Prosecuting Attorney's Offtce, a public agency ("County"), by and through its attorney of record, 
!\Iichacl K. Porter of the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office, hereby ftles this 
Memorandum in Support of j\IOTION TO ALTJ~R OR Al\IEND JUDGMENT Canyon County 
respectfully recluests, the Court ha\Ting entered a !\fE!\f()I~-\NDLJl\l DECISION ON PETITION 
FOR "\CCESS TO PUBLIC RECORDS, reconsider its ruling and modIfy the order to reflect the 
following: The public records in the aboye captioned malter, compiled for law enforcement 
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purposes by a law enforcement agency, arc temporarily exempt from disclosure under Idaho Code § 
9-335 e/ 
Nature of the Case 
The Payette County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 01ereinafter "PCP A") requested the 
(' (' ]) . \.. 'r,cc. 11 . '" "CrI' \ ,,,. f' < , , ~~anyon ,Jounty rosccutmg htLorney S ulllce \perem3lLer L ~!\ ) reVIew an 0 11cer mYO!VCd 
shooting for possible criminal charges. During C(P Ns renew and follO\v-up investigation, £vIr. 
Jamee L. \Vade, the Petitioner and the indiyidual shot by the officer, filed a public records re(jLlest. 
The Petitioner rec]llested copies of all police records, recordings, photographs, and additional 
ilwestigations 01ere111afte1' "documents"). CCP.A denied [vir. \vade public records recluest under 
Idaho Code ~\9,335. J\ charging decision had not been made at the time of the denial. I\lr. Wade 
filed an action, pursuant to the Idaho Public Records Act in the Third District Court before [he 
Honorable Thomas R ran. CCPA filed a 1\lotiol1 to Dismiss, supported by an affidant, inform.ing 
the court and Petitioner that a charging decision had not been made. Judge Ryan ordered CCPI\ to 
disclose copies of the entire inyestigatory file. The CCP:\ subsequently filed a l\lotion to ,\mend or 
,\lter Judgment pursuant to Idaho Cid Rule of Procedure 59. 
Factual & Procedural Background 
For the purposes of this Motion to I\mend or £\lter Judgment, (CPA reiterates the factual 
and procedural background of the shooting; the case revie\v, including follow up inyestigacion; and 
the e,'cnts surrounding the public records litigation. For clarity and structure, the factual and 
proccdural histories are incorporated together in a timelinc format. 
• December 22nd, 2011: The Shooting1 
On December 22, 2011 the Idaho State Police (ISP) received a call regarding an offlCer 
involved shooting in New Plymouth, Idaho. The Fruitland police officer in'mlnd in the shooting 
I The factual b8ckgrouncl to the shooting is a genet8hzed synopsis of the CCP:\ b8sed on the currtnt reporrs and 
lnvestigation. 
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had responded to a call of all intoxicated person making threats to kill his mother. l Tron arrival the 
Officer obselyed a \vhite 111ale (J\fr. Wade) step out of a sports utility \'ehicle parked in the dri"ocway 
and begin walking toward the officer's patrol car in an "aggressive and determined manner." The 
officer ordered the suspect to stop \vithout success. The officer then ordered him to stop or "he 
would shoot." The suspect continued imvard the officer stating "fucking do it then." The officer 
fued nvo rounds at the suspect, the suspect then grasped his chest and moaned before stumbling to 
the ground. The officer ordered the suspect to stay on the ground, to which the suspect responded 
"fuck you" and got to his feet. The officer then began to back pedal away from his patrol car in an 
attempt to create some distance and continued to giYt~ the suspect commands to remain on the 
gl:ound. The suspect refused to comply and continued to pursue the officer, at this point the officer 
fired three additional rounds and the suspect fell to the ground. :\ second officer arri\ed on scene 
and the two officers secured the suspect and called emergency medical sen"iccs. 
CI February 14th, 2012: Conflict of the casco 
PCPA identifying a potential conflict of interest, and requested CCP;\ re\"iew the matter for 
possible charges as a Special Prosecuting J\ ttorney.2 CCPA accepted the request to act as a 
reviewing Special Prosecutor.' 
) 
- It IS common practice amongst ProsecLlting "\trorner's Office's in the State of Idaho 10 confECT officer 1l1\'oked 
shooting cases to outside agenCles. To avoid the appearance of impropnetl' and to assure that the case recei,'es a falf 
and Just review, outside prosecutor's office are more than willing to assist. Furthermore, It is also common practice, that 
upon initial review, a Prosecuting :\ttorney may request further im'Cstigauoll to be conducted. \\1iether It is follow up 
interVIews, adciltional photographs, or other matters that need to be documented to make a charging deCISIon as required 
by Idaho Statnte. Duly appointed special prosecutor h;rye the same power as elected prosecutor to file charges, lesser 
charges, and/ or declil1e prosecution against a defendant. See 1990, 117 Idaho 679, 791 P.2d 429 (1990). 
3 Le.§31 "2603 sets forth the requirements [or the appOlntment of a special prosecutor. ~-\ case being sent for review is 
not filed with thc court and as a result there IS no companion coun pleadings filed. "nle statute, I.e. -2603, allo\\1ng 
appointment by a dIstrict court of a spcClal prosecLltor to assist in State's case against particular defendant, permits 
special prosecutor to assist in all related proceedmgs (includ1l1g additional investigation). 117 Idaho 6'9, 
791 P.2d 429 (1990). Typically when a case IS being handled by a speCial prosecutor, a petition from the requesting 
Prosecuting _\tlorney along \\"ith a signed order from a District Judge is fIled. Often times when cases are sent to;r 
prosecut1l1g attorney's office for review, the request is done through formal letters, emails, or even a phone call. 111c 
agreernent IS if charges are deemed appropriate, the ,lgency who revic\'\"ed the reports \',,111 apprisc the conflicting agency 
and at that time the paper work is initiated. 
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III Between February 14th and March 15th, 2012: 1st prosecutorial review by CCPA 
During this time the case is sent m'er to the CCP"\. For approximately one month, 
Christopher Topmiller (see affidavit) while continuing to fulfill his responsibilities as Chief Cnminal 
Deputy revie\vs the voluminous fue. 4 
oJ March 13th, 2012: 
.. March 15th, 2012: 
Wade fiies a pubiic records request through counsel on ISP 
ISP denies Wade's request and suggests that he contact 
PCPA. 
.. March 15th, 2012: Request by CCPA is made for additional investigation 
Upon his initial review of the case, Deputy Topmillcr detertnines that additional 
Imestigatioll is needed in order to make a charging decision. Lead investigator Bill Crawford (sec 
affidavit) and CCPA deputy investigator Tony Thompson are tasked to conduct follow~up 
l!1\'esugatlons. Ilwestigators Crawford and Thompson conducted further inquiry as requested. 
.. March 22nd, 2012: Request and denial of records from PCPA 
1 I.e -2601 sets olltlines thc dutlcs of the attOrHC:T Tlut statute sets forth in part: 
It l' the duty of the prosecUl111g anornc\-: 
To prosecute or defend all aCllOllS, applications or motions, civil or crinunal, 111 the dbtrict court of 
his county 111 -which the people, or the state, or the county, arc 111terested, or are a party; and when the 
place of tried IS changed in any such actIOn or proct'eding to another county, he must prosecute or 
defend the same 111 such other county. 
2. To prosecute all felony crimmal acnons, lrrespeCt1I-e of whom the officer is; .. ; 1Qi:onduCl 
prelirmnar::- crirmnaLexaml11atlOns whIch may be had before magistrates; . 
4. .To attend, when requested by any grand Jury for the purpose of examrning \\itnesses before them; 
to draw bills of indictments, informations and accusations; to issue subpoenas and other process 
requrring the attendance of witnesses. 
6. To perform all other dutles re(IUlled of him br am- law. (emphaSIS added) 
One of the additioml duties reclUlfed by law IS to provide all parties a feur aed just prosecutlOn. "EI'err person accLlsed 
of crUllC in Idaho has the fight [0 a fair and impartial trial. It is the primar)' and fundamental du:-y of the prosecuting 
art0rIleV and his assistants to see that an accused receives a fair trial." 95 Idaho 346, 353, 509 P.2d 331, 
"-="-'-'~."",,"'~"-,, 94 Idaho 2,19, 251, 486 P2d 260 (197 1); 93 Idaho 687, 691, 471 P2d 74 
(1 91 Idaho 808, 821,430 P.2d 886 (1 %7); 84 IdJho .'>78,372 P2d 748 (1 %2). 
It IS common practice of prosecutors throughout the State of Idaho to employ their own im'estigators as well as request 
additional investigation to assist in their charging decision and/or their evenmal prosecution_ Set'~~"-_,-,_",,-=~~~,,,: 
±2.l1.=,LcC!~, 99 idaho 259,261,580 P.2d 862,864 (197 8)(depllty prosecuting attorney prior to the prcparanon of the 
cnminal complaint requested an investigation to be made by the office of the prosecuting attorney \vith assistance of 
three police officers); 98 Idaho 641, 643, 570 P.2d 1331, 1333 (1 977)(Idaho Supreme Court acknowledge 
the c\ttorney General's Office to utilize an investigator to commence a criminal proceeding). 
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Wade files a public records recluest upon PCPA. The same day, PCPA denies Wade's 
request, adYlsing him that the case has been conflicted to CCPA 
Ci! March 22nd, 2012: 
II! March 29th, 2012: 
\Vade files a public records request through counsel upon 
CCPA. 
Discussion between investigators and prosecutor. 
Im·estigators Cra\\'ford and Thompson meet with Deputy Topmiller to discuss the case and 
follow-up investigation. I t is determined that a secondary investigati\·e reyiew should be conducted. 
$) March 30th, 2012: 
fj April 1st, 2012: 
CCPA denies Wade's request citing 9-335. 
Request is made for additional revie"\v / investigation. 
Chief Deputy Gary Deulen (see affidavit) of the Canyon County Sheriffs Office i~ asked to 
review the n,arter. Chief Deulen receives the file and begins his re\·ie\\'/ilwcstigation. 
• April 9th, 2012: 2nd prosecutorial review by CCPA 
Chief Deulen provides DepHty Topmiller with his review/investigation. Deputy '1'o])mi11e1' 
takes the fik and the recommendations of Crawford, Thompson and Dculen and commences a 
second prosecutor re\·iew of the case determll1ing \vhether O[ not any additional lrwes\igatioll is 
needed before making a charging decision. 
qj April 19th, 2012: 
• May 4th, 2012: 
Wade files a petition in District Court to access public 
records. 
1st set of District Court Arguments 
Both parties invoh'ed presented oral arguments regarding their respective positions. The 
court advised both sides that it would set the matter oyer for a two week period of time to see if the 
prosecutoriai revie\y for charging decision could be completed. 
• May 17th, 2012 2nd set of District Court Argument 
The CCPA informed the court that it had not made a charging decision and that the records 
were not available because a charging decision had not been made yet. The Court order the CCP"\ 
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files and doculTJ.ents and performed an in camera review to determine if the records should be 
excluded from disclosure under I.c.§ 9-335. 
II June 5th, 2012: Courts decision 
The court issued its memorandum decision stated that the disclosure of the records would 
. C '1 l' .. d 1 1 /-"CT) \ " '.', d"" l' l' 1 not 111tcfJcre wltI1 tIle 111\'estlgatlon an tnat tile \.J IJ£\ \vas not Jusune 1n itS not GlSClosmg tl1C 
records in an open case in which the Prosecuting ;\ ttorney's Office \vas reyie\ving for criminal 
charges. 
II J one 6th, 2012: 
';} J onc 12th, 2012; 
CCPA files its Motion to Reconsider with additional 
affidavits. 
Charging decision has not been madc. 
i\S of this date, the CCPi\ is still contemplating differing legal theories, options, and 
conclusions related to the officer ilwoked shooting and have not m:lck a determination of whether 
to file or not flle. 
Statc.mcnt of Law 
Motion to Alter or Amend]JJdgment 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 59(e) allows a motion to alter or amend a judgment within 
fouru~en (14) days. Idaho R. ei\,. P. 59. Similarly, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11 (a) (2) (B) a 
motion to reconsider "any order" by a court made after entry of a final judgment within fourteen 
(14) days. Idaho R. Civ. P. 11. "The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure do not provide for a petition to 
reconsider a memorandum decision" as such a petition to reconsider should be reviewed as a 
motion to alter or amend judgment pursuant to l.R.C.P. 59(e). Obra\' y. l\fitchell, 98 Idaho 533, 
538,567 P.2d 1284, 1289 (1977). 
Standard of Review 
The Standard of review in a motion to alter or amend judgment requires the court to weigh 
the evidence as in the first instance. ld. 
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Rule 59(e) proceedings afford the trial court the opportunity to correct errors both 
of fact or law that had occurred in its proceedings; it thereby provides a mechanism 
for correcti\'e action short of an appeaL Such proceedings must of necessity, 
therefore, be directed to the status of the case as it existed when the court rendered 
the decision upon which the Judgment is based. 
Barmore ,\'. Perrone, 145 Idaho 340, 344, 179 P.3d 303, 307 (2008). 
Public Records i 1.Lct 
The Public Records .:\ct affords e\'el} person the right to examine and take a copy of any 
public record of the state. Idaho Code ... \1111. § 9338 (\Vest). Idaho Code §9-335 limits the right to 
inspect public records. 
Not\vithstanding any statute or rule of court to the contrary, nothing m this chapter 
nor chapter 10, title 59, Idaho Code, shall be consnued to require disclosure of 
imTstigatory records compiled for law cnforcemcnt purposes by a law enforcement 
agency, but such exemption from disclosure applies only to the extent that the 
production of such records would: (a) Ill!edert' lVl/h el!/()m!melll proteedil~~J"; 0) f)'j)rilJe cI 
pen(J/I 0/ {/ right 10 if Irial or (//1 illlpmlial aci;!fdimlioll; (c) COIIJlillfif all Il1IlJJm7Lmled 
illl'llJ!(lll o/pmollill prilla!); (d) Disclose the identity of a confidential source and, in the 
case of a record compiled by a cnminal law enforcement agency in the course of a 
criminal inycstigation, confidential information furnished only by the confidelltial 
source; (t:) [)iJdoJe ill/'eJ/{~CI!i/le kdJlliqmJ alld pnnrillr(,J,' or (f) Endanger the life or 
physical safety of law enforcement personneL 
(emphasis added) Idaho Code Ann. § 9,335 (\\fcst). 
"The legislature made it absolutely clear that the provisions of I.e. § 9-335 are to control 
m'er any contrary pro\'isions \vhcn it began that section with the phrase 'Notwithstanding any 
statutc or rulc of court to the contrary.' Consequently, section 9-335 controls the overall analysis." 
Bolger v. Lan~G, 137 Idaho 792, 796, 53 P.3d 1211, 1215 (2002). 
Issues Presented 
The plain and ordinary meaning of the adjecti\T "pending" is "[rJemaining undecided; 
awaiting decision .... " Black'.; Law Dld/olla!] 1154 (7th ed.1999). " '[T]he term "pcnding" means 
nothing more than "remaining undecided." , [Cit.J" IlZl1eJ/mml Co. I'. Anciet:roll, 66 Ga. App. 57, 
58, 17 S.E.2d 84 (1941); Unified C07JemlJ'll'lZl o.!AthellJ-C!arke Coml/)' 1). A/hellY i\'ew.fpapen-, LLC, 284 Ga. 
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192, 195, 663 S.E.2d 248, 251 (Ga.,2008.) From the beginning CCP1\ has stated that this is a 
pending inn:stigation and that premature disclosure of the records to the public would interfere \vith 
cnforccment procecdings. CCPA's conccrns only grow with the notion of disclosing the entire 
contcnts of the file to a possible defcndant or potcntial witness in a felony crim1l1al investigation 
before a charging dccision is made, 
1. Investigatory Records 
Idaho Code 9-335 cxcmpts documents from disclosure if: 1) they are investigatory r~cords, 
2) compiled by a law enforcement agency, 3) for a law enforcement purpose. Idaho Code :\nn .. ~ '). 
335 (\'(!est). This exemption cmlr applies to the extent that one of six (6) additional factors IS 
prescnt. Id. This casc triggers at minimum thrcc of the six additional factors: disclosurc would 
interfere with enforcement proceedings, depri\'c a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial 
adjudication; and / ()l' constitutc an unwarranted ir1\'(\siol1 of personal printcr. Further, it could be 
argucd that it triggers a fourth, disclosure of irwcstlgativc techniques ;md procedures or law 
enforcement (which includcs prosecution). 
CCP~\ is a law enforcement agcncy under I.e. § 9-335 . .c=~-".,.~~c:c, 137 Idaho 792, 7%, 53 
P.3d 1211, 1215 (2002). As the courts memorandum states the records were compiled by law 
enforcement after an officer invoh'ed shooting occurred in Pan'tte County. The records compiled 
by the state, reviewcd by the court and sought by the Pc6tioner are in CCP A's possession to 
determine whether a crime has occurred and should be charged and therefore cxist for a law 
enforcement purpose. All that is left under a 9-335 analysis is to determine which additional factors 
applv. 
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2. Exceptions under I.e. 9-335 applicable to Petitioner's Reque.§l 
a. Disclosure would interfere \-"ith enforcement proceedings 
The State provided the court with se\"eral examples of how disclosure might interfere \-vith 
enforcement proceedings. The court found one persuasiye at hearing. The disclosure of an ongoing 
crimmallmccsrigatlOl1 to a potential witness or victim can potential taint any future testimony. The 
courts of this district go to great lengths to ensure that witness do not talk to each other during trial 
and that \vitness are excluded from hearings where testimony may be presented to ensure that 
testimony is not inf1uenced. The premature disclosure of police reporrs, forensics, photos of the 
scene, officer's observations, and medical records all ha\T the potential to affect the outcorne of 
criminal proceedings. 
b. Disclosure would deprive a ~rso!L.QLa right to a fair trial or an impartial 
adjudication. 
Grand jury indictments are often sealed and proceedings held oLltside of the public's 
knowledge to ensure that suspects are ;l\"ailable and within the Jurisdiction \vhen criminal charges are 
pursued. Crand jurors are given stern warnings aboLlt e\Tr revealing information related to the cases 
they hear. These warnings are there to protect the integrity of the investigation and the rights of 
individuals under l11vestigation. 
I ~very member of the grand jury must keep secret whate\"er he himself, or any other 
grand juror may ha\'e said, or in what manner he or any other grand juror may ha\"e 
voted on a matter before them; and such matters shall be subject to disclosure 
according to chapter 3, title 9, Idaho Code 
Idaho Code .Ann. § 19-1112 (\X!est) 
"Grand jury proceedings are intended, to the extent possible, to be secret. All of the grand jurors arc 
required to take an oath that includes the following prm"ision:" 
You will keep your own counsel, and that of your fellows, and of the gm"ernment, 
and will not, except when required in the due course of Judicial proceedings, disclose 
the testimony of any witness examined before you, nor anything which rou or any 
other grand juror may have said nor the manner in which you or any other grand 
juror may ha\'C voted in any matter before you. 
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Idaho Code § 19-1011 & 1012. 1\ grand juror who violates that oath cummits a 
misdemeanor. Idaho Code 18-4403. In addition, Idaho Code § 19--1111 limits the 
persons who can be present during grand jury sessions. Finally, Idaho Criminal Rule 
6.3(b) provides that upon the conclusion of each matter presented to the grand jury, 
the clerk is to seal the record of the proceedings and that the record is not to be 
examined by anyone or transcribed except upon order of the district judge. 
In re Petition for Review of Hearing Comm. of Prof! Conduct Bd. of Idaho State Bar, 140 Idaho 
800,805,102 P.3d 1119, 1124 (2004) 
The courts ha\-e gone to great lengths to protect the secrecy of grand jury proceedings. The idea 
that a Tort claim should defeat the need for secrecy in pending criminal matters seems antithetical to 
the efforts Idaho Code, Idaho CrinLinal Rule and Idaho Case law go to prmect those subject to 
investigation. The rights of the accused to a fair trial include the need to protect against publicity. 
"The \-alidity of a court's decision to try a case in a particular venue is tested by whether, in the 
totality of existing circumstances, Juror exposure to pretrial publicity resulted in a trial that was not 
func13mentally falL" ~~~~-""'~ 139 Idaho 680, 85 P.3d 656 (2004). 
Under either a prong of I.e §9-335 the coun should deny the petitioners regucst. \'Vl1en the 
petitioners only prejudice is the need to file an amended complaint in a tort actioll is weighed against 
the protectiolls of the integrity of a felony criminal investigation and the reputation ~l11d right to a 
fair trial of potential defendants and witnesses the scales must tip strongly in the favor of a denial of 
the defendant's reguest. The Petitioner will be able to file his Tort claimS, a possible defendant 
cannot un-ring the bell of publicity. The law recognizes this and provides protections to persons 
subject to in,"estigation by carving out penalties for early disclosure and exceptions to the public 
records laws of Idaho. 
3. The Court recitation of the facts contains cleat error. 
The Court states in its i\lemorandum Decision, "It appears from the Court's re,"iew of the 
documents that the last active investigation into this incident was on January 19,2012 ... " (Ct. "[\1 em. 
5 The Court in its Memorandum clearly articulates this fact: "under the facts known to the Petitioner at this time, he 
can effectively submit a tol1 claim." (Cts. Mem. pg. 2) 
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Dec., pg. 3). The Court then reasons that since the Idaho State Police arc no longer im'cstigating 
the matter IS an "inactive investigation." (pg. 3). ]n order for the court's analysis to be correct the 
affidavit of Chris Topmiller outlining the work done on the imTestigation must either have been 
CJ\Terlooked or ignored. 
The court either bclic\'es t.hat any further irwestigation or rcvic\v by Chris Topmiller, Bill 
Crawford and Gary Deulcn arc not investigation and thereforc "four and one-half months h;,,'c 
gone b~· with no acti\'iry" or Deputy Topmiller's affida\Tit was on~rlooked or ig110red 111 the writing 
of the courts memorandum. lJnfortunately, the J\femorandu111 Decision is silent on this issue. The 
Court's analysis is in error if the court failed to consider or review the affidavit of Deputy Topmiller. 
I.e. 9335(c) docs not apply if the efforts of Deputy Topmiller, Bill Crawford and Gary De11len arc 
considered an active investigation. 
~\rtlClc II, Section 1 of the Idaho Constirution prcnTides for the separation of powers: 
The powers of the government of this state arc divided into three distinct 
departments, the legislati\Te, the executive and judicial; and no person or collection of 
persons charged with the exercise of powers properly belong1l1g to one of these 
departmen ts shall exercise any powers properly belonging to either of the others, 
except as in this constitution expressh; directed or permitted. 
A government functions best when its powers arc not concentrated in a single authorit\· but 
are dj.,ided among different groups or branches. The separation of powers is gualified b,' the 







The power to make the la\\'. 
The power to enforce the law. 
The power to interpret the law. 
"If there Isa principle in our. Constitution, indeed in any free Constitution more sacred than 
another, it IS that \vhich separates the legislative, executive and judicial powers." 1 A.nnals of 
Congress, 5Rl. "The doctrine of the separation of powers was adopted by the convention of 1787 
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not to promote efficiency but to preclude the exercise of arbitrary power." i\1verJ /). US., 272 U.S. 52, 
29.\ 47 S.Ct. 21, 85 (1926)Qustice Brandeis dissenting). See t!lJO ~~~'Y..-~'od..{I.!..!S.cIJ:., 102 U. S. 472, 
515 (1880); Kilbourn I'. Tho7!?l}J'oll, 103 U. S. 168, 190 (1880); ~~C'6'-"''-~_'-''''c..:~"" 123 U. S. 623, 662, 8 S. 
Ct. 273 (2001). 
The primary responsibility of the judicial branch is to determme meaning in the Constitution 
and ensure the law is administered justly. \'(lhen competing interpretations of law arise, the judicial 
branch must offer clarification by way of setting "precedent" for future cases through its rulings. 
The judicial branch docs not write laws; that is the responsibility of the legislatiye branch. The 
judicial branch docs not e11force and/or prosecute the laws; that is the responsibllitl' of the executi\'C 
branch. 
rust as the Idaho constitution prohibits the legislature (and for that matter the executive) 
[rom usurping powers properl~' Judicial, so docs that proyision prohiblt improper judicial 111Dsion 
mto the pW\'ince o[ other branches o[ government. Const. Art. 2, 1. See alro -,-,,-,,~~c~.c.=.~,-=-~'-=. 
,,-=..:.c=c:.=:-"-'--=F+="'-'-",!,;~_-'-'-.==-'-'" 97 P.3d 453, 140 Idaho 586 (2004). 128 
Idaho 246, 912 P.2d 614 (1995), rehearing denied; 684 F.Supp. 634 (D. 
Idaho, 1988), affirmed and remanded 879 F.2d 541 (discusses the \'iolatloI1 of the separation of 
powers as applicable under federal law). In cases specifically involving the Judicial Branch, the L' .S. 
Supreme Coun has expressed its vigilance against two dangers: first, that the Judicial Branch neither 
be assigned nor allmved "tasks that arc more properly accomplished by [other] branches," ;\1orriJUll 1). 
O/JOIl, 487 U.S. 654, 680-681, 108 S.Ct. 2597,2613 (1988), and, second, that no prm'ision of law 
"impermissibly threatens the institutional integrity of the Judicial Branch." C01J!1Jzudi(y FutureJ TradilJJ!, 
Comm'll p. Schor, 478 U.S. 833,851, 106 S.Ct. 3245,3258 (1986). 
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b. Role of the Prosecuting Attorney 
f\rticle V, 8 of the Idaho Constitution creates the office of Prosecuting £\ ttorney. Title 31, 
Chapter 26 sets the cJualifications, duties, and responsibilities of the prosecuting attorney. l.C 1-
2604 provides specifically the duties of the prosecuting attorney. It reads in part: 
r t is the duty of the prosecuting attorney: 
1. To prosecute or defend all actions, applications or motions, 6\"il or criminal, 
in the district court of his county in which the people, or the state, or the 
county, arc interested, or arc a party; ... 
2. To proJemk (I///doll)' (li!!!illal ad/all.!, irrespective of whom the arresting officer 
is; to prosecute all misdemeanor or infraction actIons for violation of all state 
laws or county ordinances when the arresting or charging officer is :1 state or 
COLll1ty employee; /0 rolld1ft! jJl(:iimilZm) criminal e.Yamilla/ioIlY which may be had 
before magistrates; to prosecute 0:' defend all ci\"il actions in which the 
cOUIlty or state is interested; ... 
4. To attend, when requested by any grand Jury for the purpose of examining 
\vitncsses before them ... ; 
6. To perform all other duties rec]uired of him by any law. 
(CtllphLlJiJ added) 
Under the authority of ;\rticlc V, §18, the Statc of Idaho has vcsted in the Prosecuting 
;\ ttorney the power to conduct crirninallitigation, pre/imilla!]' (limillal e:,:amillalio/J.I, and all other duties 
required of him by law on behalf of the People of the county in \\'hich he holds office. 111 essence 
prosecuting :ttrorneys are vested with discretion in deciding when to prosecute. 
Idaho 346,352,509 P.2d 331, 337 (Idaho 1973) Cf. I.C s 19-1306. See generally Ar1l10t., 155 A.LR. 
10 (1945) . 
.:\ccording to I.C §31-2604, the Executive Branch has exclusiw authority and absolute 
discretion to decide \vhether to prosecute a case as set forth in Idaho Statute and inferred through 
the state constitution. See also U.S. I). 1\'Z.'.:Ofl, 418 FS. 683, 692-93, 94 S. Ct. 3090, 3100 (1974); 
CO/~tiJ((I/!Otl Cmes, 7 Wall. 454,191.. Ed. 196 (1869); Ulli!t:d Stales /1. CO).:, 342 F.2d 167, 1 1 (5'h Cit., 
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2004), cert denied sub nom. Co):" li. Hauber]!., 381 U.S. 935, 85 S. Ct. 1767(1965). It is contemplated 
by I.e. §31-2604, that a Prosecuting Attorney's decision, determines what e\,idence is needed, \vhat 
further irlYestigation needs to be conducted, and whether criminal charges are filed upon whom. not 
the judicd or legishti\~e branches. 
c. 'The District COllt! has encroacl1ed IIp-on the dllties of the Prosec"uting 
Attorney. 
The Judicial Branch cannot and should not encroach upon the other branches of 
government, specifically in thls case the Execut1\'e Branch. "[Tjhe greatest security," wrote James 
ivladison, "against a gradual concentration of the several powers in the same department, consists in 
gi\'ing to those who administer each department, the necessary constitutional means, and personal 
motiycs, to resist encroachments of the others." The Federalist No. 51, p. 349 (I. Cooke eel. 1(61). 
Accordingly, the Framers of the U.S. Constitution "built into the tripartite l~'ederal Government ... a 
self-executing safeguard against the encroachment or aggrandizement of one branch at the expensc 
orlhe other." ~.~~='-.'-'.~='-', 488l1 .S. 3()1, 381~82, 109 S.Ct. ()47, 6cJO (1989) (itiIZ~~~7+_~~-".~' 
424 l'.S., 1, 122,96 S.Ct. ()12, 684. Jee a/r() ISS 1',-CbadiJq, 462 (I.S. 919,951,103 S.Ct. 2764,2784 
(1983). Allowing for the judicial svsrem to cncroach upon the Executi,'c Branch would clearl)' 
violate the scparation of powers clause of the Idaho Constitution. Bral/d! 1). Stale, 118 Idaho 350, 
352, 7% P.2d 1023, 1025 (1990); Jee Slandlee Ii. Slate, 96 Idaho 849, 538 P.2d 778 (1975); .Spalltoll 1). 
C/ctP,t;, 78 Idaho 2.34, 299 P.2d 1103 (1956). a/w =~'-'-'~~~~-=-='-'-='-'-" 85 Ne\'. 485, 457 P.2d 
217 (1969). 
The County contends that the District Court in this current case has encroached upon the 
duties of the Prosecuting Attorney as articulated in its Memorandum and thus may have violated the 
separation of powers clause of the Idaho Constitution in three ways: (1) interfering with the 
prosecuting attorneys ability to assure all parties involyes are entitled to a fair and impartial trial, (2) 
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placing a time frame on when the prosecutor needs to make a charging decision, and (3) reyiewed 
the documents and made a detenmnation that only two individuals could be charged. 
Encroachment #1: mterference with fairness to aU parties im'oked. 
J\ prosecuting attorneys constitutional and statutory obligation is to assure fairness to all 
parties involved when a case is pending review for charging decision. "Eyery person accLlsed of a 
crime in Idaho has the right to a fair and impartial trial. It is the primary and fundamental duty of 
thc prosecuting attorney and his assistants to sec that an accused rCCClyeS a fair trial." 
-'-'-'~~'.C., 95 Idaho 346, 353, 509 P.2d 331, 338 (1973); .lee a/Jo ~~~~~~~, 94 Idaho 251, 
486 P.2d 260 (1971); "--!.,-!.=-,-~~",-,-, 93 Idaho 687, 691, 471 P.2d 74 (1970); ~'-'--'~~=~, 91 
Idaho 808, 821, 430 P.2d 886 (1967); ""-=:~"-'--'~-'"~ 84 Idaho 372, 372 P.2d 748 (1962). 
"Counsel for the people in a criminal case must constantly kcep in mind that the people hc 
rcprescnts are only concerned \yitl: the truth and the facts established by competcnt admIssiblc 
cvidence." 95 idaho 346, 353, 509 P.2d 331, 338 (1973). Parties im'olved include 
c\'Ccryonc from suspects to "ictlms and witnesses. 
By ordering disclosurc of the documents, the Court has in essence takcn awav the 
Prosecuting Attorneys constitutional and statutory duty to proyidc a fair and llTIp:utial trial to all 
parties. j\s the courts of Idaho haye held, this is the fundamcntal duty of a prosecuting attorney. By 
giving the documcnts to \'Cade, the Court affords greater deference to \Vade's claims than the 
protections of the huitland Police Officer's tights to a fair proceeding. Both individuals, not just 
I\Ir. \vadc arc entitled to fairness in the preliminary review of criminal examinations and charging 
decisions both outlined in I.e. ~31-2604. 
The Court indicates in is I\femorandum that "disclosure of these documents [would not] 
deprin either person [\'?adc or Fruitland Police Officer] of ~l fair trial or an impartial adJudication." 
(pg. 4). The CerA disagrees. By disclosing these documents to Wade and his counsel, thc court 
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has ultimately decided that the documents are now public records. Since they are now in the public 
setting, \vhat prevents the media and/or other interested parties from requesting these documents.(' 
The prcwerbial floodgates would be opened, and neither 1\11'. \vade nor the Fruitland Police Officer 
would receive the falr and impartial trial they would ha\'e gotten if the records were not disclosed as 
public records. Mr. \\lade and the Fruitland officer are exposed to public scrulinl' and examination 
for possible criminal liability before any charging decision has been made. 
The Court's J\lemorandum is setting a distressing precedent by allO\\'ing the disclosure of 
these documents. The precedent could be interpreted as saying anytime a case an-in's to a 
Prosecuting Attorney's Office, they arc public records and are accessible to anyone, which would 
include interested parties, the media, or anyone willing to submit a public records request. lh 
determimng thar an investigation ends whell the initial im'estigation concludes, the plain language of 
the statute is defeated. By this rationale, a prosecutor would ne\'er fall under the protection of I.e. 
9-335. The flood gates arc opened to any ,mel every criminal case that is recei,'ed, tbm eliminating 
thc entire concept of fairness in it trial setting. 
Encroachment #2: placing a timc fralTle on chargin~ decision of a prosecutor 
The Prosecuting ;\ ttorney has sole discretion of when to ftle a criminal matter. There are a 
plethora of reasons why some cases can be charged (luicklv and others take a yery long time to be 
decided, a prosecutor does not need to articulate those reasons. The legislature has placed a 
restriction upon the prosecuting attorney regarding when they have to make a charging decision in a 
criminal matter; known as statutes of limitations. 1.C.§19-402 sets forth the guidelines for the 
commencement of prosecutions of felonies. 
"-\ prosecution for any felony other than those specified in section 19 401, Idaho 
Code, must be commenced by the filing of the complaint or the finding of an 
(, This similar issue and concerns were magnified greatly in the April 20, J 999 Columbine High School shootings. 
Once one piece of evidence was released to the family, nothing prevented the media and other interested parties 
from flooding the law enforcement agency with public records request. 
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indictment within five (5) years after its commission provided however, a 
prosecution under section 18~ 1506A, Idaho Code, must be commenced within three 
(3) years after the date of initial disclosure by the \"ictim. 
The judiciary should not pro\"ide a time frame to the prosecuting attorner when a charging 
decision should be made, as it has already been legislated. By doing so, the Judicial Branch goes 
beyond its purview and duties. In this case, the Court on l\'1ay 4th , 2012 indicated that it would give 
the prosecution two \veeks to determine whether it could make a charging decision. 
Furthermore, in lts l\lemorandum the court eludes to the CCPA taking too long to make a criminal 
charging decision \\'hich in essence "hinders" \Vade's pursuit of a Tort claim. (Ct. i\km. Dec., pg. 
2~3). The Court does acknowledge that "under tJ1e facts known to the Petitioner [\Vadel at this 
time, he can effecti\Tcly submit a tort claim" but it would be easier for him to do so lf he had the 
records. 2). Thus, the Court's ruling indicates that it has determined it lS more important for a 
Petitioner to have access to documents to help him better formulate a ci\-il tort claim than to allow 
the Prosecuting ~\(torney to cffecrin'ly perform his duties and responsibilities as directed b\· the 
Idaho Constitution and the U.S. Constitution. By tl-ying to force the prosecuting attorney to make a 
charging decision cluickly so the ciyil tort claim can commence, this Court has encroached upon the 
constitutionally mandated authority of the CCPA. 
Encroachment #3: Court has made determination of who can be charged. 
According to I.e. §31-2604(2), the prosecuting attorney has the duty to "prosecute alJ felony 
criminal actions, irrespecti\Tc of whom the arresting officer is ... " The Court in this case, conducted 
an ill ta11lera review of the documents, and in its T\Icmorandum states "[t]he only possible persons 
who might be placed on trial over this incident arc the Petitioner \V'ade or the Fruitland Police 
7 The court in its Memorandum alludes that the CCPA has taken over four and one-half months to review the case 
and that is just too long. There is no constitutional authority for either the Judicial or Legislative Branch to direct 
how quickly the Prosecuting Attorney has to review a case. The only provision is what the Legislature has already 
established when it said when it created a statute of limitations upon the Prosecuting Attomey. In this case based on 
the facts provided above, the Prosecuting Attorney could hold on to th'e case for up to five (5) years. 
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Officer." (pg. 4). The Court by this language has now limited the scope of the Prosecuting 
Attorney regarding possible charging decisions. If the prosecuting attorney determined that there 
was someone who aided and abetted, the Court's l\Iemorandum would significantly hinder him to 
fulflll its constitutional and statutory duties. Basically, the court has established an argument for any 
atl1er potential defendants to "the District Court did not believe that I could be charged, so why 
does the Prosecuting A ttorne), think so." This encroaches upon the duties of the CCPA. by this 
Court, by limiting it to only bcing able to re,'iew two indi\'iduals out of this incident. 
5. Th~YetitiQI!cr~annot b)lJ)j!~ru.QP.J,:I di~ovety. channel's already establisl1Cd by 
law. 
An additional basis for the Canyon County Prosecutor's .Attorney's Office action of denying 
disclosure of these documents being justificdX is found in I.C §9-343(3) of the Idaho Public Records 
~\ct. This statute proyides counsel with the proper course of obtaining thcse records is through the 
channels of disun"ery in a ci\Til or criminal case. "fhe a,"ailabilitv of records for admimstratiye and 
Judicial adjudicatory proceedings shall not be limited by the Idaho Public Records :\ct. Jee O./l.G 
opi/ito!! 95-0. The statute reads in part: 
Nothing contained in sect.ions 9-337 through 9-348, Idaho Code, shall limit the 
availability of documents and records for discovery in the norrnal course of Judicial 
or administrative adjudicatory proceedings, subject to the law and rules of e\~idence 
and of discO\ycry governing such proceeding ... 
The Idaho Public Records Act cxpressly recognizes that the laws and rules of evidence and 
of discovery goyerning ci\~il proceedings (i.e. the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure) dictate what 
cyidcnce mar be obtained for those proceedings, not the Idaho Public Rccords Act. By tl1lS Court's 
decision to compcl the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney to disclosure said documents, it is in 
essence saying that the Idaho Public Records "-\ct governs the lssue rather than tl1e rules established 
by the Idaho Supreme Court and the Idaho State Legislature. 
8 ll1e Court in Its i\Iemorandum Decision on Petition for \ccess to Public Records, that the Canyon Countl 
Prosecuting c\ttorney's Office is "not justified." (pg 
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When the Idaho State Legislature amended I.C §9<)4)(3) in 20(H, thc law was intcndcd to 
underscore that the intcnt of thc lcgislarure was in that thc Idaho Public Records I\Ct was "ncvcr 
intended for usc as a discovcry "chicle for ciyil, criminal, Of administratiye litigation." 2001 Idaho 
Laws Ch. 101 (H.B. 151),') Idaho Code §9-343(3) provides that certain sections of the Idaho Code, 
(including Scction 9-335 which the State contends covcrs thc particular documents in question), 
shall not "be aDilablc to supplement, augment, substitute or supplant discO\'cry proccdures in an" 
other federal, (iJ!!I or administra6vc proceeding." (cmphasis added). Thc plain language of the 
statute providcs that a public records rCi..1ucst is not m':1ilablc to supplement or augmcnt discO\'CIT 
proceedings pursuant to I.C§9-343(3). 
Rathcr, the legislature wanted parties to procecd through the proper rules of proccdurc and 
cndcncc to obtain discovcry whether it in a civil, criminal, or administrative matteI:. In a ci\il case 
thc production of documents is a discon:ry mcthod. I.R.CP.26. The approprIate mcthod to obtain 
such rccords in a ci\,il lawsuit (such as the Tort actIOn J\fr. \,\'ade intends to file) is to comph with 
thc Idaho Rules of Ci\Cil Procedure. This court recognizes in its J\Iemorandllm Decision that the 
Petitioncr is not precluded from submitting a tort claim by the Respondent's denial of his rCi..lucs!. 
In this case J\Ir. \vade has made clear to the court and counsel, that he \vants the documents 
so he can file a civil tort claim against thc Fruitland policc dcpartment. Rathcr than filing thc claim, 
thcn procceding through the Idaho Rules of Ci,'il Procedure to obtain the discO\Tery, hc Ius elected 
to by~pass the discovery process by filing a public rccords requcst. By this Court granting his 
request, it is defeating thc very intent behind the Idaho Lcgislature when it enacted I.C §9-343(3) by 
allowing the Idaho Public Records Act to be used as discovery \'chicle for civil litigation. 
Therefore, the Respondcnt respectfully requests this court alter its memorandum decision 
and deny the Petitioner's request. 
'! Statement of purpose RS 10873 from the 2001 leglslatlve seSSlOl1. 
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DA TED this __ _ day of June, 2012. 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
J HEREBY CERTIFY that on or about this day of June, 2012, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the attorney for the defendant by the 
method indicated belcnv and addressed to the following: 
Ronald A. Coulter 
Camacho Mendoza Coulter Law Group 
776 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 240 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Facsimile: 208-672-6114 
o U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
o Hand Delivered 
o Placed in Court Basket 
o Overnight Mail 
(X) Facsimile 
o E-Mail 
MICHAEL K. PORTER 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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RONALDO A. COULTER (ISB No. 3850) 
Camacho Mendoza Coulter Law Group 
Attorney at Law 
776 E. Riverside Drive Suite 240 
Telephone: (208) 672-6112 
Facsimile: (208) 672-6114 
ron(c{J,cmcla\vgroup.com 
Attorney for Petitioner 
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COMES NOW the Petitioner, Jamee L. Wade (hereinafter "Mr. Wade", "Mr. Jamee Wade" 
or "Jamee") by and through his attorney of record, Ronaldo A. Coulter, and files his Response to the 
June 12,2012, Respondent's Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment. 
I 
PROCEDURAL AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
On December 22, 2011, Mr. Wade was shot twice and inj ured by a city of Fruitland 
Police Officer. Shortly thereafter, Mr. Wade retained counsel. A ware that an investigation into 
the shooting had immediately begun, and being aware that Mr. Wade had to file a tort claim on 
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ORIGINAL 
or before June 19, 2012, Mr. Wade, through counsel allowed eighty-two (82) days to pass prior 
to seeking intormation which would allow him to timely submit a comprehensive claim Per I.e. 
§ 6-906 of the Idaho Tort Claims Act (11'CA). On March 22, 2012, per I.e. §§ 9-337 through 9-
347, Mr. Wade, through counsel, requested copies of the completed Idaho State Police, Fruitland 
Police Department, and Payette County Sheriffs Department investigations into the officer 
involved shooting ofMr. Jamee Wade. On March 30,2012, the Respondent denied Mr. Wade's 
request relying on I.e. § 9-335 without addressing the rationale for the decision. On April 19, 
2012, Mr. Wade, per I.C. § 9-343(1), filed a Petition for Access to Public Records and requested 
an expedited hearing. On April 27, 2012, the Respondent filed an Ansvver to Mr. Wade's 
Petition. A brief hearing was held in Court on May 4, 2012, which hearing was continued until 
May 17, 2012. At the May 17,2012, hearing, the Court concluded that it would be necessary tor 
it to review the records contained in the Respondent's file in camera. On June 5,2012, the Court 
having completed its in camera review, issued its Memorandum Decision on Petition for Access 
to Public Records granting Mr. Wade's request and ordering the Respondent to make the record 
public and provide the same to Mr. Jamee Wade. On June 6, 2012, Respondent submitted its 
Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment, which contained as exhibits, the June 6,2012, affidavits of 
Mr. Christopher N. Topmiller, Chief Criminal Deputy in the Canyon County Prosecuting Office, 
Mr. Gary Deulen, Chief Deputy in the Canyon County Sherriffs Office and M1'. William 
Crawford, Lead Investigator in the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office. Upon the 
realization that he would not receive the requested documents prior to June 19,2012, Petitioner 
filed a skeleton tort claim with the city of Fruitland, Idaho on June 8, 2012. I On June 12,2012, 
I It is important to note that ~ 26 of the June 8, 2012, tort claim filed by Mr. Jamee Wade reads in pertinent part as 
follows: 
Upon information and belief, this claim meets the minimum requirements of I.e. § 6-907. However, the Canyon 
County Prosecutor's Office has fought and continues to fight Mr. Jamee Wade's access to information maintained 
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the Respondent filed its Memorandum 111 Support of Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment 
(Respondent's Memorandum) wherein Respondent included in its "Factual & Procedural 
Background" section what it termed as its "generalized synopsis" based on "current reports and 
investigation"? On June 13,2012, Respondent filed a Motion to Stay the Proceedings Pending 
Decision on Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment. On June 14, 2012, the Court issued its Order 
to Stay Proceeding Pending Decision on Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment. On June 15, 2012, 
the Com1 issued a Notice of Hearing, which set June 28, 2012, at 10:00 a.m. as the time the 
Court would hear oral argument on Respondent's Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment. The 
present Petitioner's Response to Respondent's Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment is being 
timely submitted per LR.C.P. 7(b)(3)(E). 
II 
APPLICABLE LAW AND STANDARD O}i~ REVIEW 
I.R.C.P. 59( e) allows a motion to alter or amend a judgment to be brought within fourteen 
(14) days after the entry of the judgment. Where a party can request a revie\v of a Court's 
memorandum decision and order, the petition will be treated as a motion to alter or amend a 
by the Canyon County Prosecutor's Office notwithstanding the order issued by the court in this matter on June 5, 
2012. 
2 According to the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's generalized synopsis, the following are the relevant 
events of the December 22, 2011, shooting of Mr. Wade by a Fruitland Police Officer: 
On December 22, 20 II, the Idaho State Police (lSP) received a call regarding an officer involved shooting 
in New Plymouth, Idaho. The Fruitland police officer involved in the shooting had responded to a call of an 
intoxicated person making threats to kill his mother. Upon arrival, the Officer observed a white male (Mf. 
Wade) step out of a sports utility vehicle parked in the driveway and begin walking toward the officer's 
patrol car in an "aggressive and determined manner." The officer ordered the suspect to stop without 
success. The officer then ordered him to stop or "he would shoot." The suspect continued toward the 
officer stating "fucking do it then." The officer fired two rounds at the suspect, the suspect then grasped his 
chest and moaned before stumbling to the ground. The officer ordered the suspect to stay on the ground, to 
which the suspect responded ''fuck you" and got to his feet. The officer then began to back pedal away from 
his patrol car in an attempt to create some distance and continued to give the suspect commands to remain 
on the ground. The suspect refused to comply and continued to pursue the officer, at this point the officer 
fired three additional rounds and the suspect fell to the ground. A second officer arrived on scene and the 
two officers secured the suspect and called emergency medical services. 
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judgment. Obray v. A1itchell, 98 Idaho 533, 538 (1977). In reviewing an 1.R.c.P. 59(e) motion, 
the Court must weigh the evidence as it existed as in the first instance. Therefore, a trial court is 
precluded from considering new evidence when asked to reconsider a final judgment pursuant to 
a motion to alter or amend the judgment under Rule 59(e). PIlH Morlg. Services Corp. v. 
Perreira, 146 Idaho 631, 635-636 (2009) citing Coeur d;Alcnc _Mining Co. v. First ]\!at. Bank ol 
North Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, 823 (1990).3 An I.R.C.P. 59( e) motion to alter or amend a 
judgment is "addressed to the discretion of the court", Barmore v. Perrone, 145 Idaho 340, 344, 
179 PJd 303, 307 (Idaho, 2008), 
III 
ARGUMENT 
a. Separation of Powers - The District Court Acted Within Constitutional Bounds In 
Granting the Petitioner's Public Writings Request 
As stated in the Respondent's Memorandum, Article II Section 1 of the Idaho 
Constitution provides for the separation of powers among the legislative, executive, and judicial 
branches of Idaho government. Additionally, the Petitioner agrees that the Idaho Legislature has 
the power to make laws, the Executive Branch of Idaho government has the power to enforce the 
law while the Judiciary is tasked with the power to interpret the laws passed by the legislature. 
While the Respondent goes to great length educating the Court on Respondent's view on the 
proper role of the judiciary as well as the judiciary's primary responsibilities, the lecture was not 
only inappropriate, it was also frivolous, arrogant, and unnecessary. 
3 A Rule 59( e) motion to amend a jUdgment is addressed to the discretion of the court. An order denying a motion 
made under Rule 59(e) to alter or amend a judgment is appealable, but only on the question of whether there has 
been a manifest abuse of discretion. Rule 59( e) proceedings afford the trial court the opportunity to correct errors 
both of fact or law that had occurred in its proceedings; it thereby provides a mechanism for conective action short 
of an appeal. Such proceedings 11111st of necessity, tilerefore, be directed to tile status of the case as it existed whell 
the court rendered the decisioll upon w/lic/t the judgment is based. (Emphasis added) 
Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat. Bank of North Idaho, 118 Idaho 812. 823 (1990). 
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In enacting Title 9 Chapter 3 of the Idaho Code, the legislature, exercising its role to 
make laws for the people of Idaho, established Idaho's Public Writings Law. The legislature 
through I.C. § 9-338, provided Idaho Citizens the right to examine and take a copy of such 
records unless access to such records are expressly prohibited by statute. Federated 
Publications, Inc. v. Boise City, 128 Idaho 459, 461, 915 P 2d 21, 23 (Idaho, 1996). As a citizen 
of Idaho, Petitioner, Mr. Jamee Wade, endeavored to obtain public records that were/are in the 
custody and control of the Respondent. The Respondent, exercising its judgment, refused to 
provide the records requested by Petitioner. Once Petitioner's request for Public Records was 
denied by the Respondent, Petitioner sought relief through I.C. § 9-343 - the only mechanism 
remaining provided by the legislature. I.C. § 9-343 reads in pertinent part as follows: 
The sole remedy for a person aggrieved by the denial of a request for disclosure is to 
institute proceedings ill tlte district COllrt of tlte coullty where the record'} or some part 
tltereof are located, to compel the public agency or independent public body cOl]JOrate 
and politic to make tlte information available for public ilv,]Jectioll ill accordance witlt 
tlte provisions of sections 9-337 tltrouglt 9-348, Idalto Code. The petition contesting the 
public agency's or independent public body corporate and politic's decision shall be filed 
within one hundred eighty (180) calendar days from the date of mailing of the notice of 
denial or partial denial by the public agency or independent public body corporate and 
politic. In cases in which the records requested are claimed as exempt pursuant to section 
9-340D(1) or (24), Idaho Code, the petitioner shall be required to name as a party and 
serve the person or entity that filed or provided such documents to the agency, and such 
person or entity shall have standing to oppose the request for disclosure and to support 
the decision of the agency to deny the request. The time for responsive pleadings and for 
hearings in such proceedings shall be set by the court at the earliest possible time, or in 
no event beyond twenty-eight (28) calendar days from the date of filing. (Emphasis 
added) 
The District Court, in compliance with the will of the Idaho Legislature and doing so within the 
powers it exercises under the Idaho Constitution, granted a hearing, reviewed the subject records 
in camera and rendered its decision and order. Therefore, the Court clearly did not exceed the 
power provided in the Idaho Constitution by performing its role designated by I.C. § 9-343 and 
by performing its constitutional duty of interpreting the law. 
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b. The Court's Ruling Does Not Interfere With Respondent's Enforcement Proceedings, 
Interfere With the Ability of either the Petitioner or the Involved Officer's Ability to 
Obtain a Fair TriaL nor Constitute an Unwarranted Invasion of Personal Privacy nor 
Interfere Respondent's Charging Authority. 
1. The Respondent's Argument Under I.e. § 9-335(l)(a) is Flmved in Light of the Plain 
Language of the Statute. 
The Respondent argues, without citation to any authority, that disclosing the requested 
documents as ordered by the Comi to Petitioner and Petitioner's counsel "might interfere" with 
the Respondent's enforcement proceedings. Respondent argues in part that the "premature 
disclosure of police reports, forensics, photos of the scene, officer's observations, and medical 
records all have the potential to affect the outcome of criminal proceedings." (Emphasis 
added) I.e. § 9-335(1)(a) reads as follows: 
(1) Notwithstanding any statute or rule of court to the contrary, nothing in this chapter 
nor chapter 10, title 59, Idaho Code, shall be construed to require disclosure of 
investigatory records compiled for law enforcement purposes by a law enforcement 
agency, but such exemption from disclosure applies only to the extent that the production 
of such records would: 
(a) Interfere with enforcement proceedings; (emphasis added) 
In the hearing before the Court, the Respondent provided examples of how the disclosure 
of the requested documents might interfere with Respondent's enforcement proceedings. 
However, the Court in concluding that the Respondent had not met the statutory test wrote the 
following: 
The argument prl'scnkd by the to supp\)rt such a finelini::'. is tll;[t disclosure 
\vould possibly taint the testimony or Petitioner in a grand jury procL'l'ding \)1' 
preliminary hearing. This disregards that Petitioner's statements about the incident have 
been preserved by recorded interviews of him taken January 12. 2012. FurtheL it 
assumes that he might peljure himself in order to improve the \aluc of his tort claim. The 
language of the statute docs not state that the records are exempt jj'om disclosure i r 
production mighl possibly intertere with enforcement proceedings. The statute l\.:quin,'s 
that interference would result. This C\mli cannot make that finding. (Emphasis in 
original text) 
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Applying the plain meaning of the words contained in I.C. § 9-335(l)(a), the Court was bound 
by law to render the decision that it made. 
2. The Respondent's Argument Under I.C. § 9-335(1)(b) and I.C. § 9-335(1 )(c) IS 
Without Merit and the Argument is Compromised bv Respondent's Actions 
The Respondent argues that by disclosing the requested documents as ordered by the 
Court to Petitioner and Petitioner's counsel, that either the officer's and or the Petitioner's right 
to a fair adjudication would be jeopardized. Ho\vever, in support of this argument, the 
Respondent failed to cite to any authority or present any facts to substantiate its position. Indeed, 
this argument rings hollo\\' and disingenuous in light of the action taken by Respondent in 
pursuing its Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment. 
Respondent must be aware that a filing in either State or Federal Court, unless sealed, is 
accessible to anyone to include the media or other interested parties. Yet, as documented in 
footnote 2 herein, Respondent in what is described as a "generalized synopsis" based on 
"current reports and investigation", concludes that the Petitioner's actions justified the use of 
deadly force upon the Petitioner by the then unnamed Fruitland Police Officer. Unfortunately, 
Mr. Jamee Wade was the subject of an online news article published on June 14,2012, by the 
Idaho Statesman.4 In this atticle, the heretofore-unnamed officer \vas identified as Bill Copeland. 
Further, from the information provided by the Chief of Police, Fruitland Police Department, the 
article states "Huff said the initial information indicates Copeland followed department policy 
during the confrontation." Given the statement made by Respondent in Respondent's 
Memorandum and the statements made by the Chief of Police, Fruitland Police Department, it 
4 http://wvvw.idahostatesman.com/20 12/06114/215493 7/man-shot -bv-fruitland-police-
in.htm!. See also (Exhibit "A"). 
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would be hard not to conclude that these combined statements/actions have interfered with Mr. 
Jamee Wade's right to a fair and impartial adjudication of his administrative and possible future 
state or federal civil claims, as well as the impartial defense of any criminal charges, if brought 
against Mr. Wade, as a result of the shooting. The Respondent has taken the position that the 
Court's decision to release the documents requested by the Petitioner "has in essence taken away 
the Prosecuting Attorneys, constitutional and statutory duty to provide a fair and impartial trial to 
all parties." This position is meritless and indeed frivolous. The Respondent's public disclosure 
of the facts surrounding the shooting and subsequent leak to the press of the name of the officer 
who discharged his weapon have interfered with Mr. Jamee Wade's ability to receive a fair and 
impmiial hearing. The only unwarranted invasion of Mr. Jamee Wade's privacy has come hy the 
actions of Respondent. The only unwarranted invasion of privacy of the now identified Fruitland 
City Police Officer, Bill Copeland, has now come at the comhined hands of the Respondent and 
the Chief of Police of the city of Fruitland. Given Respondent's disclosure, its bid to keep the 
records non-public is also moot. 
Compliance with the Court's June 5, 2012, Memorandum Decision and Order, may 
provide the Petitioner with the information to adequately put forth his position based on the 
information contained in the completed investigations of the Idaho State Police, the Fruitland 
Police Department, and the Payette County Sheriff's office. Through obtaining the documents 
ordered by the Court, Mr. Jamee Wade may be able to mitigate the damage inflicted upon him by 
the Respondent. 
c. Neither a Court Ruling nor Ultimate Decision Placed a Timeframe on the Charging 
Decision of the Prosecutor 
In Respondent's Memorandum, the Respondent asserts that the Court has overstepped 
and gone "beyond its purvie\v and duties." During the May 4,2012, hearing, the Court did not 
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order, insinuate, or say to the Respondent that it was giving Respondent two weeks to make a 
charging decision. Indeed, the Court provided the Respondent a thilieen (13) day period 
(May 13,2012 May 17,2012) in which 10 review the files to ascertain which documents could 
be released to the Petitioner. On May 17, 2012, when the Respondent maintained it \vas not 
required to nor was Respondent inclined to provide Mr. Wade with any documents the COUli 
made the decision to review the Respondent's records in camera. Upon completion of that 
review, the Court issued its June 5, 2012, Memorandum Decision. Nowhere in the 
Memorandum Decision did the Comi state, nor in any way indicate that the Respondent \vas or 
had been limited to two (2) weeks from any defined time period to make a final charging 
decision. Indeed, a close review of the Memorandum Decision finds that the word "two" was 
only used one time in relation to the binders containing the Petitioner's medical records and the 
words "week" or '\veeks" do not appear in the Memorandum Decision. Contrary to the assertion 
made by Respondent, the Court in no way tried to force the Respondent to make a quick 
charging decision. Therefore, the Court did not "encroach upon the constitutionally mandated 
authority" of the Respondent as alleged in Respondent's Memorandum. The Respondent's 
position has no basis in fact or existing law. 
d. The Court Has Made No Determination Whom the Respondent Could Charge 
As noted by the Respondent and herein, on May 17, 2012, when the Respondent, 
maintained it was not required to nor was Respondent inclined to provide Mr. Wade with any 
documents, the Court made the decision to review the Respondent's records in camera. Upon 
completion of that review, the Court issued its June 5, 2012, Memorandum Decision. In that 
decision, the Court specifically stated the following: 
The only possible persons who might be placed on trial over this incident are the 
Petitioner Wade or the Fruitland Police Officer. Whether either person is charged with a 
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crime is undecided. Indeed, the State may conclude that the evidence does not support a 
criminal charge against either party. But in the event a criminal charge is brought, this 
Court cannot find that disclosure of these documents would deprive either person of a fair 
trial or an impartial adjudication. 
The Court arrived at this opinion based on its in camera review and analysis of the record 
that existed at the time it was provided to the Court by the Respondent. The Comi undertook and 
completed its in camera review to consider Mr. Wade's petition and the position taken by 
Respondent to deny the Petitioner access to the public writings requested by the Petitioner. 
There is nothing in the COlui's language that remotely suggests that the Court restrained the 
Respondent from charging anyone other than Officer Bill Copeland or Mr. Jamee Wade as 
Respondent deems appropriate as a result of the December 22, 2011, incident. 
e. The Petitioner's Public Writings Request Does Not Bvpass Discovery Channels 
Established by Law in Violation ofLC.§ 9-343(3) 
As noted herein, on December 22, 2011, Mr. Wade was shot twice and inj ured by a city of 
Fruitland Police Officer who has now been identified as Bill Copeland. Because 0 f Officer 
Copeland's use of deadly force, Mr. Wade has suffered both physically and mentally. Per I.C. § 6-
906 of the nCA, and as a direct result of the Respondent's refusal to provide the public records 
sought through his petition, Mr. Wade filed a tort claim on June 8, 2012. A stated purpose of the 
ITCA is to provide notice to the government entity to: 
(1) save needless expense and litigation by providing opportunity for amicable resolution 
of differences among parties, 
(2) allow authorities to conduct a full investigation into the cause of the injury in order to 
determine the extent of the state's liability, if any, and 
(3) allow the state to prepare defenses. Pounds v. Denison, 120 Idaho 425, 426-27, 816 
P .2d 982, 983-84 (1991). 
Driggers v. Grafe, 148 Idaho 295, 297 (Idaho App.,2009). 
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Mr. Wade has sought and continues to seek infol111ation in order to submit and now amend a 
claim that will provide sufficient notice to the government entity(ies) involved to mect the three 
objcctives of the notice requirement of the !TCA. The Idaho State Police, the Fruitland Police 
Department, and the Payette County Sheriffs Depaliment have all completed their investigations 
and these investigations have been submitted to the Canyon County Prosecutor's Officc. Mr. Wade 
initially sought thcse completed investigations and/or reports because thcy contain infol111ation that 
would have allowed him to prepare a comprehcnsivc tort claim. These Sal11e documents will now 
allmv Mr. Wade to amend the present anemic tort claim filed on June 8, 2012, vvith the city of 
Fruitland.S The documents ordered by the Court to be produced will allow Mr. Wade, through thc 
amcndment of his prescnt tort claim, to timely present a comprehensive claim to the city of 
Fruitland for the city's consideration. 
The Idaho Tort Claims Act does not provide for a hearing in which a party can be 
compelled to produce documents to support a claimant's position or otherwise inform the 
claimant of facts that may weaken the claim. In short, the ITCA does not provide a discovery 
mcchanism. As noted by the Court, compliance with the ITCA is a condition precedent to filing 
a lawsuit. I.e. § 9-343(3) reads in pertinent part as follows: 
Nothing contained ill sections 9-337 through 9-348, Idaho Code, shall limit the 
availability of documents alld records for discovery ill the normal course of judicial or 
administrative adjudicatory proceedings, subject to the law and rules of evidence and of 
discovery governing such proceedings. Additionally, in any criminal appeal or post-
conviction civil action, sections 9-335 through 9-348, Idaho Code, shall not make 
available the contents of prosecution case files where such material has previously been 
provided to the defendant 110r shall sectiolls 9-335 through 9-348, Idaho Code, be 
available to supplement, augment, substitute or supplant discovery procedures ill any 
other federal, civil or administrative proceeding. (Emphasis added) 
5 See In. 1 herein. 
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By law, Mr. Wade may not bring a civil suit against an Idaho political entity for a tort, 
without first filing a tmi claim. Therefore, the only avenue available to Mr. Wade to bring or 
amend an existing tort claim with sufficient information currently held by the Respondent is to 
seek the information under the Idaho Public Writings Act. Mr. Wade"s request is in no wayan 
attempt to supplement, augment, substitute, or supplant discovery procedures in a civil or 
administrative proceeding. Thus, I'v1r. Wade's petition falls squarely within the permissible 
scope of the Idaho Public Records Act. Respondent's denial is not supported by I.C. § 9-343(3). 
Indeed, Respondent's current position contesting the Court's order v"!ith frivolous and meritless 
arguments will unnecessarily cause delay and needlessly increase the cost of litigation. The 
Petitioner is therefore entitled to examine and make a copy of the requested records. 
f. The Respondent Submitted Evidence that the Court Cannot Consider in Deciding 
Respondent's I.R.C.~. 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment 
Respondent submitted its Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment, which contained as 
exhibits, the June 6, 2012, affidavits of Mr. Christopher N. Topmiller, Chief Criminal Deputy in 
the Canyon County Prosecuting Office, Mr. Gary Deulen, Chief Deputy in the Canyon County 
Sherriffs Office and Mr. William Crawford, Lead Investigator in the Canyon County 
Prosecuting Attorney's Office. These affidavits did not exist at the time the Court made its 
decision and by law cannot now be considered in Respondent's LR.C.P. 59(e) motion. These 
affidavits were knowingly and improperly included in an eff01i to convince the Court that the 
Court had overlooked pervious evidence and should now consider additional evidence of 
Respondent's on-going investigative efforts. However: 
While Rule 59( e) permits a district court to reconsider and amend a previous order, the 
rule offers an "extraordinary remedy, to be used sparingly in the interests of finality and 
conservation of judicial resources." 12 James Wm. Moore et aI., Moore's Federal 
Practice § 59.30[4] (3d ed.2000). Indeed, "a motion for reconsideration should not be 
granted, absent highly unusual circumstances, unless the district court is presented with 
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newly discovered evidence, committed clear error, or if there is an intervening change in 
the controlling law." Kona, 229 F.3d at 890 (citations omitted). A Rule 59(e) motion may 
flat be llsed to raise arguments or present evidence for the first time when they could 
reasollably have been raised earlier ill the litigation. ld. 
Carroll v. Nakatani, 342 F.3d 934, 945 (C.A.9 (Hawai'i), 2003)(emphasis added)6 
The affidavits speak for themselves in revealing that the information contained in the 
affidavits was available to the Respondent to present for the Court's consideration on different 
occasions prior to Respondent's filing its present Rule 59(e) motion and prior to the Court's 
June 5, 20 I 2, decision. A Rule 59( e) motion by necessity may only consider "the status of the 
case as it existed when the court rendered the decision upon which the judgment is based." 
Barmore v. Perrone, 145 Idaho 340, 344, 179 P.3d 303, 307 (Idaho, 2008), Coeur d'Alene 
Mining Co. v. First Nat. Bank (~lNorth Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, 823 (Idaho, 1990). Therefore, all 
evidence presented in the Respondent's present motion that was known and or reasonably should 
have been raised prior to the Court's June 5, 2012, decision \vas improperly placed before the 




A Rule 59( e) motion rests with the discretion of the Court. For the reasons stated herein, 
Petitioner asks that the Court deny the Respondent's Motion to Alter or Amend the Court's 
Judgment of June 5, 2012. 
6 See also Arregui v. Gallegos-Main,- 2012 WL 1557284, 15 (Idaho) decided May 4, 2012 and has not yet been 
released for publication. 
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DATED this 19th day ofJune, 2012. 
CAMACHO MENDOZA COULTER LAW GROUP 
Attorney for Petitioner 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 19th day of June, 2012, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the follo'wing method to: 
BRIAN TAYLOR 
MICHAEL PORTER 
( ) U.S. Mail 
(x) Hand Delivery 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
1115 ALBANY STREET 
( ) Certified Mail, Return Receipt 
CALDWELL, ID 83605 
Requested 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile: 208-455-5955 
( ) Email: 
CAMACHO MENDOZA COULTER LAW GROUP 
~/LJ! £7 ;1Z 
-;:?[f (t<-<1.--l,/ 'J> 
. By: .A. (RON) COULTER 
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While prosecutors have yet to cllarge Jamee Lee Wade In connection vv ilil ail incident ill December when 
l1 e was silot by a Fruitiand Police officer. Wacle is now be inD fle ld in tile Acla COLillty Jail on his second 
felony DUI arrest in Ada County since Feb ruary. 
Boise police arrested tile 38-year-old Wade after invest igat ing a report of a possible drunk driver near 
Fort and 14th streets la te Wednesday. A pol ice officer savv Wade dri ve through a red light at 13th and 
Fort streets before pulling him over. Po lice delectecl a strong oclor of alcollol coming from WaeJe and say 
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000097 
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he failed several field sobriety tests before being taken to the jail, where he took a breath test and 
registered a .23 blood alcohol content percentage, according to police reports. 
The legal bac limit in Idaho is .08. Any bac over .20 is Charged as an excessive DUI. When Boise police 
arrested Wade on a DUI on Feb. 10, his bac was .24, according to reports. Wade eventually pleaded 
guilty to a felony DUI for the February arrest and is scheduled to be sentenced for that on June 26. 
The crime of felony DUI is punishable by up to 10 years in prison. 
Wade has a lengthy misdemeanor criminal history in Idaho, including the officer-involved shooting, three 
DUls, and several traffic infractions, according to court records. 
Fruitland Police Chief J.D. Huff told the Idaho Statesman in December that Wade would be charged with 
a crime in connection with a Dec. 23 incident when he was shot by an officer investigating a domestic 
disturbance call by Wade's mother's house. 
Wade was badly injured in the shooting and was listed in critical condition in the days following but has 
since recovered. 
The Idaho State Police, who headed the task force investigating the shooting, completed their 
investigation in February, Payette County Prosecutor Ann Marie Kelso said. Canyon County Prosecutor 
Bryan Taylor said Thursday his attorneys, who are reviewing that report for Payette County, are still 
working on the case. 
Not much information has been released about what happened during the confrontation. Police aren't 
saying whether Wade was armed, where the shooting occurred or how many times Wade was shot. 
Police do say the Fruitland officer was sent to a home on Northwest 2nd Avenue just after 8 p.m. Dec. 23 
after getting a 911 phone call from someone who said Wade was threatening to kill her. Huff said that the 
caller was Wade's mother. 
The officer who shot Wade. Bill Copeland. had been with the Fruitland Police Department for eight 
months and worked as a Weiser police officer before that. Huff said initial information indicates Copeland 
followed department policy during the confrontation. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRlCT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAliO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
) 




Petitioner, ) CASE NO. CV 2012-3744*C 
) 
vs. ) MEMORANDUM DECISION & 
) ORDER UPON MOTION TO ALTER 
) OR AMEND JUDGMENT 
) 
BR Y AN F. TAYLOR, COUNTY ) 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, CANYON ) 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATfORNEY'S ) 
OFFICE, a public agency, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
On June 6, 2012 the State filed a Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment in response to this 
Court's June 5,2012 Memorandum Decision on the Petition for Access to Public Records. It was 
the conclusion of the Court that certain law enforcement records requested by the Petitioner are not 
exempt from disclosure. On June 12, 2012, the State filed its supporting memorandum, and on 
June 19, 2012, Petitioner responded. This Court has reviewed and considered the wTitten briefing 
submitted and hereby finds as follows: 
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The decision to alter or amend is discretionary with the Court. Slaathuug v. Allstate Ins. 
Co., 132 Idaho 705, 979 P.2d 107 (1999). No one disputes that I.C. § 9-335 is the operative statute 
in this case. Although the Court discussed the subject of whether this investigation was active vs. 
inactive in its original Memorandum Decision, this distinction was not particularly important to this 
Court's decision. If the State wishes to characterize it as an active and ongoing investigation, so be 
it. 
The important consideration for this Court and for deciding the issue of whether certain 
records are exempt from disclosure is the analysis of subsection (1) of I.C § 9-335. Therein it 
clearly states that records of a law enforcement agency are exempt from disclosure only under 
certain circumstances as set forth in subsections (a) through (f) of the 9-335(1). In its 
Memorandum Decision filed June 5, 2012, the Court found as follows: 
The only provisions that the State claims are possibly 
applicable are (a) and (b). Thus, in order for this Court to find that 
the investigation file possessed by the Canyon County Prosecuting 
Attorney is exempt from disclosure, it must find that disclosure 
will interfere with enforcement proceedings or deprive a person of 
a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudicatory hearing. 
The only argument presented by the State to support such a 
finding is that disclosure would possibly taint the testimony of the 
Petitioner in a grand jury proceeding or preliminary hearing. This 
disregards that Petitioner's statements about the incident have been 
preserved by recorded interviews of him taken January 12, 2012. 
Further, it assumes that he might perjure himself in order to 
improve the value of his tort claim. The language of the statute 
does not state that the records are exempt from disclosure if 
production might possibly interfere with enforcement proceedings. 
The statute requires that interference would result. This Court 
cannot make that finding. 
The only possible persons who might be placed on trial 
over this incident are the Petitioner Wade or the Fruitland Police 
Officer. Whether either person is charged with a crime is 
undecided. Indeed, the State may conclude that the evidence does 
not support a criminal charge against either party. But in the event 
a criminal charge is brought, this Court cannot find that disclosure 
of these documents would deprive either person of a fair trial or an 
impartial adjudication. 
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In the analysis set forth above, the Court was attempting to follow the plain meaning of the 
statute. "The objective of statutory interpretation is to derive legislative intent." Robison v. 
Bateman-Hall, 139 Idaho 207, 210, 76 P.3d 951, 954 (2003). Because the best guide to legislative 
intent is the words of the statute itselt~ "the interpretation of a statute 'must begin with the literal 
words of the statute; those words must be given their plain, usual, and ordinary meaning; and the 
statute must be construed as a whole. If the statute is not ambiguous, this Court does not construe 
it, but simply follows the law as \vritten." Verska v. Saint Alphonsus Regional }v1edical Center, ] 51 
Idaho 889, 892, 265 PJd 502, 505 (2011); citing State v. Sch.vartz, 139 Idaho 360, 362, 79 P.3d 
719, 721 (2003). The plain meaning of a statute therefore will prevail unless clearly expressed 
legislative intent is contrary or unless plain meaning leads to absurd results. ld 
It is this Court's opinion that the statute clearly sets forth a requirement that disclosure of 
the relevant documents, to be exempt, must interfere with enforcement proceedings and/or 
deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impaJtial adjudication. The pertinent language of 
the statute that this Court relies upon is "such exemption from disclosure applies only to the 
extent that the production of such records would: (a) Interfere with enforcement proceedings; (b) 
Deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication .... " I.C. § 9-335 (a) 
Emphasis lidded. 
The State now cites subsections (l)( c) and (1 )( e). These arguments were not made in 
opposition to the Petition at the original hearing and thus will not be considered. 
In its Memorandum in Support of Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment, the State makes 
several claims that the Court exceeds its constitutional authority by limiting the time period 
within which criminal charges may be brought and/or restricts whom may be charged with 
criminal conduct arising out of this situation. It is difficult to determine how the State reaches 
that conclusion, but in the interest of clarifying the record, this Court specifically declares that its 
earlier ruling was not intended to nor does it in any way restrict the time within which charges 
may be brought. That is decided by the relevant statute oflimitations. Nor does the Court intend 
to restrict whom the State may charge. That is for the probable cause determination of a 
detached magistrate. 
The State further argues that disclosure of these records might also open "the proverbial 
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floodgates" of media attention. This concern can be handled by restricting the use of the 
information contained in those records. To that extent, the Court will alter its earlier ruling. 
Therefore, it is the conclusion of this Court that there is no basis to alter or amend the 
Court's earlier decision requiring the disclosure of the requested records to the Petitioner and his 
legal counsel. However, disclosure is limited to Petitioner and his legal counsel only. 
Therefore, 
ORDER 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the Petition for Access 
to Public Records filed April 19, 2012 is GRANTED. The Court's earlier Order is altered as 
follows: 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that disclosure of the requested records is limited to 
disclosure to the Petitioner and his legal counsel and may not be disclosed outside of the pending 
Tort Claim before Payette County or any subsequent civil litigation that may result from said tort 
claim. 
Dated this 2-'1}-;'" day of ~ .... (., 2012. 
Thomas J. Ryan 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that I caused the foregoing to be served upon the following via U.S. Mail, 
postage prepaid, facsimile transmission or by hand delivery: 
Ronaldo A. Coulter 
Camacho Mendoza Coulter Law Group 
776 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 240 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Bryan F. Taylor 
Michael K. Porter 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
1115 Albany S1. 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Date Deputy Clerk 
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BRYAI\' F. TA YLOR, ISB No. 
MICHAEL K. PORTER, ISB No. 7502 
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
CANYON COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 454-7391 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JAMEE LEE WADE 
Plaintiff / Appellee, 
vs. 
BR Y AN F. TAYLOR, COUNTY 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, 
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING 
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE, a public agency; 
Defendant / Appellant. 
CASE NO.CV2012-3744*C 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, JAMEE LEE \VADE AND HIS 
ATTORNEY OJ;' RECORD RONALDO A. COULTER OF THE CAMOACHO 
MENDOZA COULTER LAW GROUP, 776 E. RIVERSIDE DRIVE, SIJITE 240 
EAGLE, IDAHO 83616, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED 
COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, Bryan F. Taylor, County Prosecuting Attorney. 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office (hereinafter "Prosecuting Attorney"), hereby 
appeals the Memorandum Decision & Order Upon Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment entered 
by the Court on June 29, 2012, granting Jamee Lee Wade's (hereinafter "Wade") Petition to 
compel the production of public records, Honorable Thomas 1. Ryan, presiding. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
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2. Appellant Prosecuting Attorney has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme 
Court, and the Order described in Paragraph 1 above is appealable under and pursuant to Rule 11 
of the Idaho Appellate Rules. See, e.g., Cowles Pub. Co. v. Kootenai County Bd. Of County 
Com'rs, 144 Idaho 259, 261, 159 P.3d 896, 898 (2007); Idaho Conservation League, Inc. v. 
Idaho State Dept. of Agriculture, 143 Idaho 366, 367, 146 P.3d 632, 633 (2006); Gibson v. Ada 
County, 138 Idaho 7871, 789,69 P.3d 1048, 1050 (2003). 
3. Appcllant intends to assert a number of issues on appeal including, but not limited 
to the follO\ving: 
a. The Trial Court erred in granting Wade's Petition Pursuant to Idaho Code § 9-335 
to Compel Production of Public Records against the Prosecuting Attorney; 
b. The Trial Court erred in ruling that the records requested are public records and 
not subject to an exemption under § 9-335( 1 )(a)-(f); 
c. Erred in first ruling that the records requested constituted an inactive investigatory 
record and upon reconsideration ruling that the distinction between inactive and 
active investigations \vas not particularly important; 
d. The Trial Court erred in crafting a remedy not contemplated by the public records 
act; specifically, amending its order to allow for disclosure to Wade and his 
counsel Mr. Coulter. 
Appellant reserves the right to add additional issues on appeal and to revise or restate the 
issues set forth above. 
4. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record. 
5. Appellant requests the reporter's transcript for the following hearings: 
a. Expedited hearing on Access to Public Records held on May 04,2012; 
b. Expedited hearing on Access to Public Records held on May 17,2012; 
c. Hearing on Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment on June 28, 2012; 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
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6. Appellant requests the fol\mving documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.: 
a. Affidavit of Christopher Topmiller in support of Respondent's Answer to 
Petitioner's Petition for Access to Public Records. 
b. ~Y1en10randum Decision on IJetition for It\ccess to I)ublic !<..ecords filed June 5, 
2012; 
c. Memorandum in Support of MOlion to Alter or Amend Judgment filed June 12, 
2012; 
d. Affidavit of Christopher Topmiller 111 suppOli of Motion to Alter or Amend 
Judgment. 
e. Affidavit of William Crawford in support of Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment. 
f. Affidavit of Gary Deulen in support of Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment. 
g. Petitioner's Response to Respondent's motion to Alter or Amend Judgment filed 
June 19,2012; 
h. Memorandum Decision & Order Upon Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment filed 
on June 29, 2012. 
7. The undersigned hereby certifies: 
a. That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporters present at 
hearing and a transcript has been requested at the address set out below: 
Kim Saunders 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Debbie Kriedler 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
b. That the Clerk of the District Court has not been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript per local rule; 
c. That service has been made on all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 
20 I.A.R. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
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Dated this _---' ___ day of July, 2012. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
CASE CV12-3744 
Michael K. POlier 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
Page40fS 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this of July, 2012, I caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL to be served on the following in the manner indicated: 
Ronaldo A. Coulter 
Camacho Mendoza Coulter Law Group 
Attorney at Law 
776 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 240 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Fax: 208-672-61 14 
Kim Saunders 
1 I 15 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Debbie Kriedler 
]115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 







[ U.S. Mail 
[ Overnight Delivery 
[ Hand Delivery 
[ Facsimile 
[ Email 
] U.S. l\1ail 
r ] Overnight Delivery 
[/J Hand Delivery 
r . J Facsimile 
[ J Email 
Michael K. Porter 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
) 




Petitioner, ) CASE NO. CV 2012-3744*C 
) 




BRY AN F. TAYLOR, COUNTY ) 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, CANYON ) 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S ) 
OFFICE, a public agency, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the Petition for Access 
to Public Records tiled April 19, 2012 is GRANTED. The Court's earlier Order is altered as 
follows: 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that disclosure of the requested records is limited to 
disclosure to the Petitioner and his legal counsel and may not be disclosed outside of the pending 
Tort Claim before Payette County or any subsequent civil litigation that may result from said tort 
claim. 
RULE 54 (a) JUDGMENT Page 1 
Dated this ____ day 
Thomas 1. Ryan 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I caused the foregoing to be served upon the following via U.S. Mail, 
postage prepaid, facsimile transmission or by hand delivery: 
Ronaldo A. Coulter 
Camacho Mendoza Coulter Law Group 
776 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 240 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Bryan F. Taylor 
Michael K. Porter 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
1115 Albany St. 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Date Deputy Clerk 
RULE S4 (a) JUDGMENT Page 2 
Sep 20 2012 16:05 HP LASERJET FAX 
IN COURT OF THE THIRD JU.DICAL 
OCT 05 2012 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPtfTY 
OF THE 
AlE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CAN"YON 














) Cast: No.: CV 2012-3744 
) 














\-, .. 4,,",,<-= the Court on Petitioner's MOTION 
6,2032. UPON DUE CONSIDERATION 
TERORAMEND 
good cause 
ORDEJ,lED ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the Court's Rule 
201L remains. The Judgment is amended to allmv Petitioner, to seek 
costs at the condusion of Supreme COlli.; No. 40142-2012. 
rti a ( . L day of lL·fDbtr ,2012. 
(AMENDED) 
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CERTIFICATE OF Sl3:RV1!CE 
that I caused the foregoing to be served upon the [.')Uowing via U.S. Mail, 






IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF CANYON 






BRYAN F. TAYLOR, COUN1Y ) 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, CANYON ) 
COUN1Y PROSECUTING ) 
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE, a public agency, ) 
) 
Defendants-Respondents, ) 
Case No. CV-12-03744*C 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBIT 
I, CHRlS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the following 
is being sent as an exhibit: 
NONE 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this ---",~_day of~-,--,-,~,,----"-__ , 2012. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBIT 
CHRlS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, 
the County of Canyon. 
By: Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JAlvIEE L. WADE, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
-vs-
BRYAN F. TAYLOR, COUNTY 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, CANYON 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S 














Case No. CV-12-03744*C 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk ofthe District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the above and 
foregoing Record in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound under my 
direction as, and is a true, full correct Record of the pleadings and documents under 
Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, including documents requested. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this --"-~'-- day of ~~ ___ , 2012. 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Canyon. 
By: ~ Deputy 
-~,~.) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF CANYON 






BRYAN F. TAYLOR, COUN1Y ) 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, CANYON ) 
COUN1Y PROSECUTING ) 
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE, a public agency, ) 
) 
Defendants-Appellants. ) 
Supreme Court No. 40142-2012 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk ofthe District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or had delivered by United State's Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the 
Clerk's Record and one copy of the Reporter's Transcript to the attorney of record to each 
party as follows: 
Bryan F. Taylor and Michael K. Porter 
Ronaldo A. Coulter 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this ~~_ day ~,-=,'""""'-':w..=_, 2012. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, 
the County of Canyon. 
By: Deputy 
